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FOREWORD
Draft version of the project focused on freedom of movement of people and commodities
between Serbia and Kosovo in the light of regional cooperation was made back in November
2010. At that time, there were no indications that there was going to be a dialog between
Belgrade and Pristina in Brussels, or when this dialog was going to be held. First subject on
the agenda of these negotiations was also unforeseeable ‐ freedom of movement of people
and commodities, an issue that later on in summer 2011 caused dramatic events in North
Kosovo. In early February, draft version of this project was presented to certain EU officials
in Brussels, who then suggested the Center for Regionalism as the proponent of the project
to approach the EU Delegation in Belgrade which was at that time publishing a call for
proposals with fitting propositions for given project's subject. Project was approved by the
EU Delegation in late June and activities began in early July, when Belgrade‐Pristina
negotiations in Brussels were well on their way, where issues targeted by this project were
addressed at the very beginning.
In early stages of project realization, expert team was formed, with following members from
Serbia:
‐ Predrag Bjelić, Ph.D., Associate Professor University of Belgrade Faculty of Economics
expert in the field of movement of goods
‐ Bisera Seceragic, economist, expert in the field of grey economy
‐ Vladimir Petronijevic, project consultant, segment on the freedom of movement of
people
Following experts from Kosovo were engaged in this project:
‐ Doruntina Vinca, BA Anthropology and Political Science, segment on the freedom of
movement of people
‐ Hajrulla Çeku, MA, lecturer of Local Government and Politics, segment on the freedom
of goods
They jointly worked on data collection and processing in regard of freedom of movement of
people and commodities.
Main goal of expert team's work was to create a report which includes recommendations for
Governments in Belgrade and Pristina, and for EU as a mediator in these negotiations. This
document, as the end result of expert group's work, should be drawn up on the basis of
following tasks assigned to the expert group:
• acquiring insight in regulations enforced in Serbia and Kosovo in the field of transport
of commodities between the two entities;
• checking compliance of these regulations and related practice with CEFTA;
• reviewing the methodology of making customs records for commodities by Customs
Authorities in Serbia and Kosovo;
• comparing data records for the past five years, on both sides;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

checking methods applied by EULEX in making records of commodity exchanges via
crossings 1 and 2, as well as in tracking their further flows;
assessing possible existence of a shadow zone and consequential damage sustained
by Serbia and Kosovo;
devising recommendations in accordance with CEFTA for a solution of issues in free
flow of commodities between Kosovo and Serbia, reconciliation of two customs
systems and elimination of conditions allowing illegal commodity flows;
acquiring insight in regulations enforced in Serbia and Kosovo in the field of travel
documents and recognition of travel documents in Serbia;
examining problems of Kosovo citizens who enter Serbia by carrying only travel
documents issued by the Republic of Kosovo;
examining difficulties and manipulations (registration of false domicile) by citizens of
Kosovo in obtaining the passport of the Republic of Serbia;
examining regulations in the field of vehicle registration plates in Serbia and Kosovo;
examining difficulties stemming from inability to enter Serbia with current Kosovo
vehicle registration plates, issues related to the use of new vehicle registration plates
in Kosovo, issued by the Republic of Serbia with names of Kosovo towns, devising
recommendations to overcome current problems and enable free flow of people
across the border, including passenger vehicles.

Project team's starting point was the idea to use expert team's findings and
recommendations to make a contribution to negotiations in Brussels, as well as to the
implementation of solutions which are to be agreed. This project was contributive because it
offered a complete and accurate picture of the state of affairs in the field of free movement
of people and commodities between Kosovo and Serbia, based on cross reference of data
acquired from official instances in Serbia and Kosovo by the expert team consisted of experts
both from Kosovo and Serbia, who also devised recommendations for solutions of issues
therein. It was the advantage of this project, because none of the negotiating parties,
including EU mediators, possessed cross referenced data due to the lack of cooperation
between competent government bodies in Serbia and Kosovo in this field, before or during
negotiations.
Having in mind the fact that expert team's work was conducted concurrently with
negotiations in Brussels; experts took up a task to follow what was agreed and analyze
possible positive and negative consequences on matters addressed by this project.
This publication contains preliminary results of project team's work, which are going to be
examined on future round table discussions in Belgrade, Pristina, Novi Pazar and Kosovska
Mitrovica.
After that, expert team will make a final report, which is going to be presented in Belgrade,
Pristina and Brussels.
Aleksandar Popov, Project Director
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I.

TRADE IN GOODS BETWEEN SERBIA AND KOSOVO

After the adoption of UN Security Council Resolution 1244 (UNSCR 1244) in 1999, that
stopped NATO intervention in Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), once single Yugoslav
market was dissolved into three customs territories – Serbia proper (which includes Central
Serbia and Autonomous Province of Vojvodina), Montenegro and Kosovo and Metohija.
Montenegro unilaterally took over powers to create and execute trade policy for the
customs territory of Montenegro. This act of Montenegrin government was later legalised by
the adoption of Belgrade Agreement in 2003, which constituted the new State Union of
Serbia and Montenegro.
The Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohija, constitutional part of the Republic of
Serbia, according to UNSCR 1244 was put under International control and special UN Mission
was created – UN Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK). Kosovo, as this territory is referred to in the
Resolution, became a separate customs territory but supreme powers in creation and
execution of trade policy for Kosovo was vested in UNMIK.
Serbia effectively recognised Kosovo as a separate customs territory by signing the revised
Central European Free Trade Agreement in 2006 (so‐called CEFTA 2006)1 since UNMIK was a
contracting party of this agreement in the name of customs territory of Kosovo and
according to the powers given to this Mission by UNSCR 1244. But the point important for
Serbia is that creation and execution of the trade policy for the territory of Kosovo, as an
indicator of trade sovereignty, is vested in UNMIK. Recognition of one territory as a separate
customs territory and a subject in international trade does not imply legal recognition of
given territory's independence and sovereignty.
But in 2008 Kosovo's provisional institutions in Priština had unilaterally declared secession
from Serbia. Kosovo authorities in Priština instantly tried to marginalise the role of UNMIK
from that point forward. This implied that institutions in Priština had taken over the creation
and execution of trade policy for Kosovo, which was unacceptable for the Government of
Serbia. Many influential countries recognised Kosovo as an independent country, but UN
Security Council never changed UNSCR 1244, which guaranteed Serbia's sovereignty over
Kosovo; UNMIK remained in Kosovo. The unilateral actions of Priština interrupted trade
flows between Kosovo and Serbia proper since Kosovo Customs started to issue customs
documents with "Republic of Kosovo" insignia and without UNMIK custom stamp. Serbia
customs authorities declined to allow entry of goods into the territory of Serbia proper with
such accompanying documents. Some of the goods reached Serbia by reexport via
Montenegro with Montenegro customs documents containing indication of origin from
Kosovo. This was acceptable for Serbia customs authorities.
European Union wanted to take up a greater role in resolution of Kosovo conflict, which lead
to the establishment of EU Mission for Kosovo (EULEX). Many of powers originally vested in
UNMIK have been taken over by EULEX. But, before this transition of power was made,
Serbia had to agree with it. within the UN. Special plan was adopted on 26th of November
1

This is a revised CEFTA agreement and is much different than the original CEFTA agreement signed in 1993.
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2008, before the introduction of EULEX. According to the Plan adopted by UN Security
Council, as proposed by UN Secretary General, so‐called Six points plan2, the UNMIK is to be
transformed (meaning reduced) and EULEX is to be deployed in Kosovo as a mission
concentrated on rule of law, in policing and juridical matters.
The Plan stated that Kosovo is to remain single customs territory. However, one of the points
important for Serbia in regard of customs is that the border crossings in the Northern of
Kosovo, crossings 1 and 31 known as Jarinje and Brnjak, are to remain under international
control. The duties collected at these two border crossings on the administrative line with
Serbia proper are to be used for the development of local communities. This is very
important because Northern Kosovo is populated by Serbian ethnic majority. That is why
Kosovo Customs established a Customs Point in South Mitrovica, part of the town of
Kosovska Mitrovica, under the control of authorities in Priština.
Serbia's Customs Law3 defines customs territory of Serbia as a territory identical to the
entirety of the territory of the Republic of Serbia, which also implied Kosovo4. Generally, this
Law is applicable to all trade flows in goods between customs territories of Serbia and all
other customs territories, thus regulating Serbia's foreign trade in goods with the rest of the
world.5 However, Article 309 of the Customs Law stipulates that provisions of this Law are
equally applicable to "trade flows in goods with the Autonomous Province of Kosovo and
Metohija during the validity of UNSCR 1244". By this Law, Serbian government was obligated
to establish customs controlled crossings where customs surveillance and customs
procedures are to be carried out. It is also envisaged that the Government should adopt by‐
laws to regulate these matters.
Situation on the field had shown that Kosovo was not a single customs territory, because
crossings in Northern of Kosovo were not regulated by the authority of the Customs of
Kosovo. In this situation, negotiations between Belgrade and Priština authorities on technical
matters started off in 2011 in Bruxelles. One of the main questions concerning trade matters
was the question of Kosovo customs documents and customs stamp. In the middle of
negotiations in the summer of 2011, before reaching agreement, Kosovo authorities
introduced a blockade for Serbian exports to Kosovo and made attempt to take over the
control over border crossings in Northern Kosovo (Jarinje and Brnjak), by means of
deployment of special police forces and institution of Kosovo customs officers. Serbs living in
Northern Kosovo rebelled by putting road blockades. Ultimately, KFOR took over the control
of afore mentioned border crossings.
The compromise on Kosovo customs documents and customs stamp was reached in October
2011, blockade was lifted on Kosovo side. The goods are shipped to Kosovo from Serbia
proper usually via border crossing Merdare. However, situation remains unresolved at
border crossings in Northern of Kosovo ever since that date.

2

According to Daily Politika, Plan Ujedinjenih Nacija od šest tačaka, 18. septembar 2011, str. 5
Carinski zakon, Službeni glasnik RS, br. 18/2010.
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Article 3 of the Serbia Customs Law.
5
Article 1 of the Serbia Customs Law.
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1. TRADE REGIME
1.1. Serbia Trade Regime towards Kosovo
After the 1999 exclusion of customs territory of Kosovo from the rest of Serbia the problem
of regulation of trade between these two economic entities arose. Trade in first few yeas
after the separation, due to security operations in Kosovo, was insignificant but later became
more important. Government of the Republic of Serbia in the first period from 2000 until
2005 viewed trade flows between customs territories of Kosovo and Serbia proper as
internal trade flows. This meant that regulation of trade between Kosovo and Serbia was a
question of tax payments. Finally in 2001 Serbian Government adopted the Regulation on
the Conditions and Method of Assessing Public Revenues and the Contents and Method of
Keeping Records of Trade of Goods with the Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohija6.
In that time, customs duties were not charged on trade between Serbia and Kosovo because
it was treated as intra Yugoslav trade. But, Regulation stipulated that tax of 5% had to be
collected on all goods exported to Kosovo from Serbia. This was a tax equalization fee which
ensured that the same level of tax is paid for the goods in trade due to the different tax rates
applied in Kosovo and in Serbia. In Kosovo the tax rate was 15% and was levied as Value
Added Tax while in Serbia Sales Tax rate was 20%. Proof that goods have left the customs
territory of Serbia and entered Kosovo is a document call Tax Declaration (serb. Poreska
izjava). These documents were first issued by the Serbian state administration and later in
agreement with UNMIK. Companies from Serbia that sells its product in Kosovo has to keep
special records on these transactions. All payments for these goods go through foreign banks
in foreign currency in accordance with the Federal Law on Temporary Performance of
Certain Payment Transactions in the Territory of Federal Republic of Yugoslavia7.
Goods imported from Kosovo to the customs territory of Serbia are charged by sales tax of
20% , unless they are intended for resale or further production which is substantiated by a
tax declaration. Companies that buy products in Kosovo also have to keep special records on
all transactions.
Goods transiting Serbia with a final destination in Kosovo are charged with 5% tax
equalization rate in Serbia. For goods in transit through Serbia to Kosovo, such as crude oil
and its derivatives and tobacco, the excise duty is also charged in the amount 230,887.14
Serbian Dinars, payable in foreign convertible currency per truck. For crude oil and its
derivatives which are in transit through Serbia to Kosovo, Approval of the Serbian Ministry of
Energy and Mining must be obtained. Goods that transit the customs territory of Serbia with
a final destination in Kosovo must be declared at border crossings in Serbia. Customs duties
are not levied for these products in transit, but the shipper has to put a deposit at the border
crossing or secure a bank guaranty for the goods in transit in the amount of customs duties
that are to be paid if goods had the final destination set to Serbia. Goods in transit through
Serbia to Kosovo must be declared at crossing points between two customs areas when
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This Regulation was published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No.48/2001 and later amended in
the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 5/2002, 24/2002, 26/2002, 45/2002, 69/2002, 15/2003, 56/2003,
93/2003, 2/2004, 31/2004, 51/2004, 78/2004, 116/2004, 139/2004, 5/2005, 15/2005 and 27/2005.
7
The Law was published in the Official Journal of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia No.9/2001.
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leaving the customs territory of Serbia. Goods imported to Kosovo by international
organizations do not require a deposit.
In 2004, Government of Serbia adopted another Regulation on Special Conditions for Trade
in Goods with Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohija8 which further defined trade
regime in Serbia towards Kosovo. Domestic goods are defined as goods produced in Serbia
or in Kosovo with a minimum local content (value added in the production) of 51% ,
including foreign goods that passed through customs clearance. This Regulation had set the
rules for transit of foreign goods through Kosovo with a final destination in Serbia. These
foreign goods that transited through Kosovo cannot be cleared at the crossing point
between Serbia and Kosovo, only at the international border crossings of Preševo and
Prohor Pčinjski. For these goods all custom duties, tax and excise duties are to be paid. This
special procedure was designed for excise goods and sugar, while all all tobacco products
and spirits must have UNMIK excise labels when transiting Serbia.
Customs duties were not charged on intra Serbia and Montenegro trade transactions even in
2005. However, after the adoption of the Law on Value Added Tax (VAT)9 in Serbia which
envisages that sales tax is to be replaced with VAT, the situation changed. The new
regulation was adopted in accordance with new conditions – Regulation on Execution on
Law on Value Added Tax in the Territory of Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohija
during the Validity of OUN Resolution No. 124410. This resolution created new legal grounds
for the current Trade regime in Serbia towards Kosovo. Foreign goods in transit through
Kosovo to Serbia proper are charged with VAT by the Customs Administration and the
document used is customs Declaration (Single Customs Document, in serbian JCI). Domestic
Kosovo goods, defined as goods produced in Kosovo with local content (Value Added in the
production) above 51%, are charged with VAT when entering territory of Serbia, by the
Special Tax Administration Division. This Special Tax Administration Division for Kosovo and
Metohia is made of Tax Administrators but also Customs officers. Establishment of this new
body was a step in the direction of rounding up customs territory of Serbia proper. The
Kosovo origin of goods is proved by the Registry of producers from Kosovo11 or Register of
agricultural farms administrated by Serbian administration or with the Declaration verified
by UNMIK. For these purposes, Special Tax Administration issues a document OLPDV12
where VAT is calculated and levied. For foreign goods, it did not include a procedure of
customs clearance and for goods shipped from Serbia proper to Kosovo, proper custom
procedure is applied. For domestic goods originating from Serbia and foreign goods already
cleared through Serbian Customs, VAT is deducted when they are exported to Kosovo. As a
proof that goods have left the customs territory of Serbia document called Evidence List
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This Regulation was published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No.139/2004 and later amended in
the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 8/2005, 15/2005 and 91/2006.
9
Zakon o porezu na dodatu vrednost, published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 84/2004 and
86/2004.
10
This Regulation was published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 15/2005 and it replaced the
Regulation with the same name and effect which was first published in the Official Gazette of Republic of
Serbia No.124/2004 and later amended in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 139/2004 and 05/2005.
11
Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 19/2005. The new Regulation is to be adopted but in the mean time
this regulation is still applied.
12
Obračunski list za PDV.
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(EL)13 is applied. This document is issued by the Special Tax Administration Division14 , and a
proof that foreign currency was sold to the National Bank of Serbia must be provided.
Companies from Serbia trading with Kosovo had to present a report to the Special Tax
Administration Division about all trade transactions with Kosovo within a special document –
KMPDV, defined by this Regulation. The tax equalization rate was abolished in trade with
Kosovo in the beginning of 2005 and the Regulation on the Conditions and Method of
Assessing Public Revenues and the Contents and Method of Keeping Records of Trade of
Goods with the Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohija15 was significantly amended
and only provisions stipulating that tax is to be levied on goods traded with Kosovo in
amount of applicable excise duties remained.
Next step in rounding up customs territory of Serbia proper was the adoption of the
Regulation on Special Procedures in Trade with Autonomous Province of Kosovo and
Metohija16 adopted in 2005, which regulated how goods can be temporarily exported or
imported to Kosovo or how goods can be sent or received for further processing. More
important step in this direction was the adoption of the Decision on establishment of
Customs Control Points where Customs Surveillance and Customs Clearance is Executed17
which defined six customs control points, two under the authority of Customs office Kraljevo
– Brnjački most and Rudnica, and four under authority of Customs office of Priština – Depce,
Končulj, Merdare and Mutivode.
Next big change in Serbia's trade regime towards Kosovo came with the signing of the
revised Central European Free Trade Agreement in 2006 (so called CEFTA 2006 Agreement).
The contracting parties of this agreement, among others were Serbia18 and UNMIK in the
name of the customs territory of Kosovo (referred in the agreement as UNMIK/Kosovo).
Contracting parties agreed to set up a free trade area for goods until 2010, with a vision to
liberalise trade in services, agricultural products and in other sectors in the near future. The
regional trade integration was achieved in accordance with rules and principles set by the
World Trade Organization (WTO) even if many of the economies in the region of Western
Balkans were not WTO members. Before CEFTA 2006 Agreement, network of bilateral free
trade agreements was set up in the region of Western Balkans19 as a result of the
Memorandum on Trade liberalisation signed in 2000. Serbia and Montenegro were the only
13

Evidencioni List.
The details on the format and contents of both OLPDV and EL documents are stipulated in Regulation on
form, contents and filling of OLPDV and EL and the method and procedure of VATT collection and other
expenses connected to bank guarantee, published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No.19/2005 and
No. 38/2005.
15
This Regulation was published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No.48/2001 and later amended in
the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 5/2002, 24/2002, 26/2002, 45/2002, 69/2002, 15/2003, 56/2003,
93/2003, 2/2004, 31/2004, 51/2004, 78/2004, 116/2004, 139/2004, 5/2005, 15/2005 and 27/2005.
16
This Regulation was published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No.40/2005.
17
The new version of this Regulation was published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 83/2010
while previous version of the Regulation published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 9/2004,
73/2006 and 47/2009.
18
For Serbia CEFTA 2006 Agreement entered into force on 24.10.2007.
19
Western Balkan region, as defined by European Union, includes Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Macedonia (FYR), Montenegro, Serbia and Kosovo (ad defined by UNSCR 1244). In the regional trade
liberalisation in this region the Republic of Moldova is also active even if geographicaly it is not the part of this
region.
14
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contracting party that did not conclude free trade agreement with UNMIK/Kosovo in this
process of regional trade liberalisation. But UNMIK and Serbian authorities have both taken
a stand not to levy any customs duties on goods traded between Serbia proper and Kosovo.
The signing of CEFTA 2006 Agreement and the introduction of Value Added Tax in Serbia
mandated adoption of new by‐laws n Serbia for the purpose of regulation of trade with
Kosovo on new grounds. According to the Regulation of Temporary Conditions for the Sale of
Certain Goods20 , given goods require the Approval (serb. Saglasnost) of the Serbian Ministry
in charge of commerce before they can be exported to Kosovo.
Regulation on Special Conditions for Trade in Goods with Autonomous Province of Kosovo
and Metohija21 in force as of January 1st 2011, which defines trade between Serbia proper
and Kosovo in case of foreign goods coming through one of the customs territories or in case
of foreign goods in transit, is also very important. This regulation stipulates that in trade
between Serbia proper and Kosovo rules defined by Serbia customs and tax legislation are
to be applied. Foreign goods coming from transiting customs territory of Kosovo are not
allowed through administrative line crossings between Serbia proper and Kosovo. These
goods must be reported to Serbia customs authorities at customs checkpoints of Preševo
and Prohor Pčinjski. Goods shipped by post are cleared at customs office at Niš and goods
shipped transported by aircrafts are cleared at the customs office in Belgrade airport. These
goods are cleared according to customs laws, which means that customs, VAT, excise and
other duties are levied. Foreign goods without customs clearance in Serbia and foreign
goods in transit in customs territory of Serbia proper are forwarded to Kosovo with proper
transit customs procedures. For excise goods, like crude oil and sugar, customs procedures
are conducted at the border crossing in Preševo. One of the conditions to forward these
goods to Kosovo is that company trading with these goods provides bank guarantee or lays a
deposit in the amount of customs and other duties payable if goods are to be cleared in
Serbia proper. Only goods needed for international organisations, like UNMIK or NATO, are
relieved of this obligation. The same treatment is for the goods that have been cleared for
exports and destined for customs territory of Kosovo.
Generally, we can state that Serbia presently does not treat Kosovo as a single customs
territory. In practice of trade exchanges with Kosovo, some of the goods are subject to a
specific tax regime and their export and import is followed by appropriate tax documents,
like OLPDV or EL documents, including the Invoice and Certificate of origin (EUR 1) and other
appropriate documents, while trade in case of certain products, especially if they are traded
with southern part of Kosovo (under the control of Priština authorities) requires customs
declaration (JCI) and processing by proper customs procedures. This second procedure is
more relevant after CEFTA 2006 agreement was put in force, because Serbia keeps trying,
since 2000, to treat trade with Kosovo as a domestic operation and not international trade.
Trade in goods produced in Kosovo or Serbia proper, with sufficient local content, is treated
by Serbia as domestic trade where proper tax procedure is applied. Only the Protocol 4 of
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This Regulation was published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 73/2007. Relevant Opinion of
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CEFTA 2006 Agreement22 is applied concerning the determination of domestic origin of
products. In this case, the exporter is not obligated to present the documents issued by
Serbian tax authorities that prove local origin.
In 2008, after the unilateral declaration of independence by Provisional authorities in
Priština, Serbia could not accept the use of trade documents with "Republic of Kosovo"
insignia and with a customs stamp "Kosovo Customs" , and therefore trade between Serbia
proper and Kosovo came to a stop, especially exports from Kosovo to Serbia. However, since
trade always finds its way through, goods from Kosovo entered Serbia through Montenegro.
The commodities from Kosovo were reexported through Montenegro where they obtained
Montenegro documents while clearly Kosovo origin.
Because of many unregulated matters which obstruct the application of CEFTA 2006 in trade
relations between Serbia and Kosovo (UNMIK), European Union initiated talks between two
sides on technical matters. Most important were negotiations focused on customs matters
concerning the use of customs documents and stamps. These talks became a precondition
for Serbia's accession to EU. Since the agreement was not fully reached, in the summer of
2011 authorities in Priština instituted a blockade of Serbia's exports to Kosovo, because of
interpretation of Serbia's decision not to accept Kosovo stamps and documents which was
brought in 2008 as a blockade of Kosovo's exports. In spite of the agreement about
documents and stamps reached in September 2011 and in spite of Kosovo's suspension of
the blockade of Serbia's exports, situation remains problematic at the two crossings in
Northern Kosovo, where Kosovo's customs officers are dispatched with the support of
international forces, because Serbs in Northern Kosovo and Government of Serbia finds it
unacceptable.
On Serbia's side, we have to notice the plethora of regulations in the sphere of trade regime
with Kosovo. These regulations, however, are ambiguous and often conflicting. Sometimes
priority is to make a political point, instead of facilitation of trade flows. Those regulations
are not fully enforced and by‐laws leave a lot of room for misinterpretation. Because of two
different procedures in regard of the export of goods from Serbia and Kosovo – tax and
customs procedure – Serbia Customs Authorities are lacking complete information on trade
flows between Serbia and Kosovo.
The fact is that there are a lot of illegal and unregulated trade exchanges between Serbia
proper and Kosovo. This situation is not in keeping with Serbia's interests, since many of the
goods exported from Serbia to Kosovo end up back in Serbia, which means that Serbia's
budget is not alimented with appropriate customs and tax duties.
In order to prevent tax evasion in trade with Northern Kosovo, Serbia reintroduced VAT on
trade flows in case of certain goods by adoption of the Regulation on modifications and
amendments of Regulation on Execution on Law on Value Added Tax in the Territory of
Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohija during the Validity of OUN Resolution No.
1244. This regulation was put in force 16th of September 2011.23 Basic changes include
22

CEFTA 2006 Agreement, Annex 4: Protocol Concerning the Definition of the Concept of “Originating
Products” and Methods of Administrative Cooperation.
23
This Regulation was published in the Official Gazette of Republic of Serbia No. 68/2011.
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reintroduction of VAT on trade originating in Northern Kosovo towards Serbia proper,
especially in case of motor vehicles, crude oil and its derivatives and telecommunication
services. Procedure related to trade between Serbia proper and Northern Kosovo was made
more efficient for the purpose of prevention of tax evasion. VAT is still not levied for these
exchanges, but exporters are obligated to provide an additional document which proves that
tax was payed in Kosovo. This is also relevant for export of products with domestic origin.
1.2. Kosovo Trade Regime towards Serbia
Regarding the export ‐ import of Kosovo, the main trade partners are Balkan countries
participating with 26.7% for export and 44.2% for import comparing with the total of the
year 2010, while EU participation has been with 44.5% for export and 38.3% for import
comparing with the total of the year 2010. Regarding the exports of Kosovo with Balkan
countries, Albania participates with 10.4%, Macedonia with 8.9%, Turkey with 3.2%
comparing with the total of the year 2010, and the major participants of the imports in
Kosovo from the Balkan countries are Macedonia with 14.8%, Serbia with 12.1% and Turkey
7.0%.24
Negative trade balance is only one of the economic problems Kosovo is facing. The Kosovo
institutions are aware that the change of this reality requires comprehensive economic and
political approaches and reforms in order to change the operational environment in Kosovo,
for the purpose of improving the competitive position of Kosovo in the world market. As a
result, they aspire to change and supplement the existing economic policies and improve the
institutional functionality. This would, to a great extent, advance the operational
environment in Kosovo. Such a commitment has been clearly stated in the Midterm
Expenditure Framework (MTEF), a basic governmental document guiding the economy of
Kosovo during 2009‐2011.25
In November 2011, Kosovo has adopted a new Law on External Trade, which in the principle
of free trade states that “Public authority or normative acts cannot impose restrictions,
prohibitions or conditions in any external trade activity, to damage or impose conditions on
the ability or the right of every resident or non‐resident to include or perform external trade
activities, unless in cases when this Law defines specifically or allows otherwise.
Furthermore, a public authority or normative act cannot impose such measures that
produce specific, restricting and prohibiting requests, unless this Law defines specifically or
allows otherwise.”26
The EU and CEFTA member countries are the main partners of Kosovo in the foreign trade.
Over ¾ of imports and exports were realized with these groups of countries during the
period 2003 – 2008 (similar situation is also prior to 2003). As regards the trade with CEFTA
countries, the relations with the former Yugoslav republics remain rather tight. Macedonia
and Serbia were the main regional partners covering around ⅓ of exports and imports of
Kosovo, respectively. In 2007 and 2008, imports from these countries covered 30 and 29
percent of total imports; the exports from Kosovo to these countries were lower than the
24
25
26
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average, i.e. 22 and 15 percent respectively. However, export to Serbia did not persist in
2009, 2010 and 2011 as the Serbia has been blocking Kosovo products entering their
market.27
The new law stipulates restricting measures on the exercise of trade, when the government
through a normative act initiates a restricting measure, with the condition that, any such
restricting measure initiated follows the given criteria. The government might: prohibit the
import or export of specific goods, determine which licensing authorities or competent
agencies may implement protection measures, ensure that the Ministry of Trade and
Industry and other public authorities that have a legitimate and obvious interest in the
preparation and implementation of a restrictive measure cooperate with respect to the
preparation of the procedures, criteria and mechanisms required for the appropriate
implementation thereof.28
Ministry of Trade and Industry in cooperation with the Licensing Authority shall compile an
“Import Control List” and “Export Control List” of restricted imports and exports. These
restriction measures might be applied for the following purposes: prevent an infringement
of intellectual property rights, implement restrictions on export transactions involving gold,
protect animals and plants, protect items designated as national treasures and having
recognized significant artistic, archeological or historic value, implement obligatory
provisions in an international agreement, implement measures necessary for the
conservation of exhaustible natural resources, implement temporary measures to protect
the supply of essential foodstuffs and other vital goods, impose a quota applied by other
states, limit trade in weapons, military equipments, and radioactive material for reasons
related to national security, and enforce requirements, such as sanctions, imposed by the
United Nations.
Prishtina and Belgrade found a compromise in September 2011, over customs procedures
during a round of negotiations facilitated by the EU in a bid to help resolve a tangle of
problems crucial to Kosovo's existence.29 Efforts to end the Serbian embargo on Kosovo
products through negotiations had failed. The round of talks between Belgrade and Prishtina
to discuss trade issues, scheduled for July 2011, was cancelled by Belgrade. As a result, on 21
July 2011, the Kosovo government decided to take matters in their own hands and adopted
a decision to stop all products from Serbia from entering into Kosovo. The Government
declared that it would reverse the decision immediately once Serbia allows Kosovo products
to be sold in Serbia and transported through Serbia.
Kosovo customs officers managed to implement this decision immediately in all four Border
Crossing Points (BCPs) with Serbia where Kosovo Customs function. However, the two BCPs
in Northern Kosovo – BCP 1 and 31 – posed a different challenge. They were not managed by
Kosovo Customs Officers. Northern Kosovo has remained a point of contention and a
security challenge ever since the war. Governments in Prishtina never managed to extend
their authority that far north. EULEX Police were present in the north but not EULEX
Customs. On the evening of 25 July 2011, in order to implement this decision, Kosovo Special
27

Kosovo Trade Policy, 2009
Law on External Trade, 2011
29
AlterNet, Kosovo, Serbia reach deal to end trade war, 2011
28
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Police Forces were ordered to take action. They were sent to support Kosovo Customs Police
to establish themselves in the two BCPs in the north to stop goods from Serbia entering
Kosovo. Special Police Forces then withdrew, leaving the Customs Officers up in the northern
border without paying customs.
The next dialogue round was scheduled for July, when among other things, the parties had
to discuss the question of trade between Kosovo and Serbia – a contentious issue since 2008
when Serbia blocked goods from Kosovo from entering Serbia, thus damaging Kosovo’s
scarce producers. Serbia’s products, however, enter Kosovo in hundreds of millions of Euros,
duty free. Last minute, Serbia annulled this round of talks. This annulment seemed to send a
signal to Kosovo that Serbia is not ready to discuss and find solutions to some of the more
contentious issues. In response Kosovo’s Minister of Trade and Industry took the decision to
apply reciprocity measures toward Serbia’s embargo on products from Kosovo. Decision was
implemented immediately at all four border Crossing Points with Serbia where Kosovo
Customs are present. In addition, Kosovo Government asked EULEX to help them implement
this decision in the two northern BCPs where only EULEX had access. EULEX responded
negatively. When Kosovo Government decided to then take unilateral action and establish
customs in the north, EULEX called this move illegal and chose not to assist. This angered
Kosovo leaders. Kosovo’s Prime Minister Thaci was quoted to have said: “EULEX hesitated to
support the decision of the institutions of the republic of Kosovo for establishing rule of law.
This goes against their mandate, for which we invited them in the first place…If EULEX thinks
that allowing smuggling and organized crime and constant challenging of the state
sovereignty of Kosovo is normal and must be tolerated, then let them tell us one example
where in an EU member state they tolerate crime and illegal structures which are armed and
act in parallel to the state…How is it possible that EULEX asks us to respect the constitution
of Kosovo when it comes to removing the immunity of our high officials and at the same
time not to respect the constitution when we want to establish the rule of law and fight
crime. This is baffling and requires answers.” Even during the reciprocity period, goods from
Serbia entered the territory of Kosovo using alternative routes (mainly mountain roads),
which were outside the control of Kosovo law enforcement agencies.30
In September 2011, Prishtina and Belgrade found a compromise over customs procedures
during a round of negotiations facilitated by the EU in a bid to help resolve a tangle of
problems crucial to Kosovo's existence. "These two embargoes will now be lifted. That's
good for regional trade; that makes the region look more European," the EU's facilitator for
the talks Robert Cooper said. "The customs stamp is important for anybody in Kosovo who
makes products which they want to export either to Serbia or through Serbia. For the last
three years that has not been possible because the Serbian government didn't recognise the
Kosovon customs stamp," Cooper said. The deal includes an agreement also to grant Kosovo
access to coveted official documents ‐ such as property records ‐ currently held in Serbia.

30

Interview with Bajram Reaxha, vice‐director of Kosovo Customs
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2. ANALYSIS OF TRADE FLOWS
2.1. Serbia's trade flows with Kosovo
After the dissolution of a unified single market of Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, trade
connections between Serbia proper and Kosovo were disrupted. Conflict that took place in
Kosovo in 1999 was the reason, along with the undefined status of Kosovo as a customs
territory. First recorded flows between customs territories of Serbia proper and Kosovo
show a small intensity trade of just above 30 million EUR in 2001, and rising to above 60
millions EUR in 2004. Serbia's export was the predominant trade, having in mind that
Kosovo's export to Serbia was insignificant, around 6 million EUR in 2004. However, we also
have to keep in mind the fact that during this period many of those flows were not officially
recorded, because of the lack of customs authorities' attention.

Millions EUR

Graph 1: Trade between customs territories of Serbia proper and Kosovo,
2001‐2004.
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Source: Tax Administration of Serbia, cited according to: Minić, Jelica, Predrag Bjelić, Maja
Bobić “A Joint European Vision: Free Movement for Goods and People in Kosovo and
Serbia” Policy Paper, European Movement in Serbia Belgrade and Kosovar Institute for Policy
Research and Development Priština, 2005, p. 14.
But, since 2005 trade flows between Serbia proper and Kosovo started to gain pace. That
year, Serbia's export to Kosovo was above 100 million EUR and steadily grew until 2007.
Dynamical growth in trade relations between Serbia proper and Kosovo started in 2007 and
continued until present day. One of the factors that may explain such an impressive trade
growth is enforcement of the CEFTA 2006 Agreement. In 2010, trade between Serbia proper
and Kosovo reached almost 300 millions EUR.
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Graph 2: Trade between customs territories of Serbia proper and Kosovo,
2005‐2010.
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Source: Produced using Serbian Chamber of Commerce data

Trade exchange between Serbia proper and Kosovo is quite unequal, because Kosovo's
exports are very low in comparison with Serbia's exports to Kosovo. In 2000, Kosovo's export
to Serbia never passed the 13 million EUR mark; this peak was achieved in 2006.
For Serbia, Kosovo is a very important export market, having in mind that around 3% of
Serbia’s export goes to Kosovo. Importance of it grew after the signing of CEFTA agreement,
because Kosovo held a share of almost 4% in Serbia’s export in 2009 and 2010, which makes
Kosovo the 9th most important export market for products from Serbia.

Table 1: Significance of Kosovo as a Serbia’s export market

year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011*

Exports
(000 EUR)

Share in total
exports

107,076
127,539
137,155
233,898
240,708
296,472
171,208

2.56
2.43
2.09
3.03
3.89
3.86
2.96

Rank of export
market
significance
12
12
14
12
9
9
11

Source: Serbian Chamber of Commerce data
(*) Disclaimer: Data for 2011 represent trade only in first 8 months of 2011.
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Kosovo is a market traditionally accustomed to Serbian products, which is a legacy of sharing
the same market for almost a century. In that sense, blockade introduced by authorities
from Priština on imports from Serbia was harmful not only for Serbian producers exporting
to Kosovo, but to Kosovo's customers as well, because competitive alternative products are
hard to find in that region's market.
Serbia’s export to Kosovo consists of almost equal share of primary and industrial products.
Share of commodities exported from Serbia to Kosovo is around 20%. Dominant group of
products31 included in Serbia’s export to Kosovo are food and livestock, with an average
share of 25% of total Serbian exports during the past three years. Total export of food
products to Kosovo from Serbia was around 76 millions EUR in 2010. Group of products
holding the second largest share in Serbia’s export to Kosovo are manufactured goods with a
share of 20% in 2010 following a downward sloping tendency, while mineral fuels hold a
third place with a share of around 18% in 2010 with an upward sloping tendency since 2008.
Other relevant products in Serbia’s export to Kosovo during the period between 2008 and
2010 include machinery, transport equipment and chemicals. While machinery and
transport equipment are expanding its share since 2008, share held by chemicals in Serbia’s
export to Kosovo is on a downward slope.

Commo‐
dities

Industrial Products

Primary Products

Table 2: Serbia’s export to Kosovo by SITC product groups, 2008‐2010.
SITC product groups
No.
Name
Food and
0
livestock
Beverages and
1
tobacco
Crude materials
2
Mineral fuels
3
Animal and
4
vegetable oils
Chemicals
5
Manufactured
6
goods
Machinery and
transport
7
equipment
Miscellaneous
manufactured
8
articles
Commodities
and
transactions not
9
classified
elsewhere
TOTAL

2008
000 €
%

2009
000 €
%

2010
000 €

%

61,464

26.28

59,060

24.54

76,120

25.68

10,560

4.51

10,099

4.20

9,475

3.20

3,794
26,030

1.62
11.13

3,054
38,239

1.27
15.89

4,161
55,394

1.40
18.68

2,709

1.16

2,974

1.24

2,984

1.01

29,970

12.81

28,993

12.04

31,520

10.63

57,843

24.73

53,566

22.25

60,526

20.42

29,963

12.81

30,832

12.81

40,328

13.60

11,560

4.94

13.886

5.77

15,959

5.38

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

233,898

100.00

240,707

100.00

296,471

100.00

Source: Serbian Chamber of Commerce data

31

Product group are defined by Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) Revision 3.
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If we observe product structure of Serbia’s export to Kosovo more disaggregated in SITC rev.
3, using the data on Serbia’s export to Kosovo in 2010, we can see that crude oil is the most
important Serbia’s export product with a share of above 10% in total exports. Other
important products in Serbia’s export are cereals, with a share of 9.45% in Serbia’s export to
Kosovo 2010, non‐metallic mineral manufactures, with a share of 8.84% and electric
machinery, with a 5% share. Other products dominating in Serbia’s export to Kosovo in 2010
are: road vehicles, electric power, edible products, sugar, gas, beverages, medical products
and pharmaceuticals. Top 10 export products of Serbia to this market have a combined
share of around 58% according to 2010 data.
Graph 3:
Serbian Exports to Kosovo
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Source: According to Serbian Chamber of Commerce data for 2010
Serbia’s import from Kosovo or rather Kosovo’s export to Serbia is less diversified in product
structure. The dominant export product of Kosovo is electric power, with a share of 42% in
2010. Other relevant products are: non‐ferrous metals, vegetables and fruit, beverages, iron
and steel.
Graph 4:
Serbian Imports from Kosovo
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Source: According to Serbian Chamber of Commerce data for 2010
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And if we observe product structure of Serbia’s export to Kosovo cathegorized by individual
products32 rather than a product group, using the data provided by Chamber of Commerce
of Serbia on Serbia’s export to Kosovo during the first eight months of 2011, we can observe
that the most relevant product in Serbia`s export is crude oil with a share of nearly 10%.
Other most important products include liquefied butane and electric power, which means
that top three products in Serbia`s export are energy products. Other product are
construction materials, like roofing tiles, Portland cement, food products and ingredients like
wheat and wheat flour.

Table 3: Main individual products in Serbia export to Kosovo (first eight months of 2011)

Rank

HS code

Title

1.

2710.19

2.
3.
4.
5.

2711.13
2716.00
6905.10
2106.90

6.
7.
8.

2523.29
1101.00
3402.20

9.
10.

1001.10
4811.59

Petroleum oils and oils
obtained from bituminous
minerals (other than crude)
and preparations not
elsewhere specified or
included
Liquefied Butanes
Electrical energy
Roofing tiles
Other food preparations not
elsewhere specified or
included
Portland cement
Wheat or meslin flour
Preparations put up for
retail sale (for washing of
laundry)
Wheat
Paper and paperboard
coated, impregnated or
covered with plastics
(excluding adhesives)
All of the above
TOTAL

16,672,030

Share in
total
exports
(%)
9.73

5,215,364
4,956,137
4,807,941
3,619,554

3.05
2.89
2.81
2.11

3,138,276
2,950,684
2,748,309

1.83
1.72
1.61

2,692,422
2,559,197

1.57
1.49

49,359,914
171,207,676

28.81
100.00

Value
(EUR)

Source: Serbian Chamber of Commerce data

32

Defined according to the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS).
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2.2. Kosovo trade exchange with Serbia
With Serbia having an export surplus with Kosovo, there has been a consistent upward trend
in documented trade between Kosovo and Serbia since its low point during the conflict in
1999. According to UNMIK Customs Service data, trade volume reached its peak in 2004,
when Serbian exports reached EUR 134 million, while Kosovo exports were only at EUR 4.7
million.33
Followed by the destruction of the production sector during the conflict, Kosovo ended up as
a consumer society dependent on the importing of anything and everything. A good portion
of these imports have come from or through Serbia to Kosovo.5 Serbian products comprised
approximately 10 percent of the total imports of Kosovo in 2004, with approximately 17
percent of total imports into Kosovo coming through Serbia.34
Flow of goods in trading with Serbia (2005 – 2010)

On 17 February 2008 Kosovo declared independence. This had an effect on Kosovo’s
administrative set up. For one, the presence of UNMIK – UN Interim Administration in
Kosovo – was reduced considerably and most of its previous functions being transferred to
the Kosovo Institutions. Customs was one of these functions that previous to 2008 were a
sole responsibility of UNMIK. In December 2008 it was fully transferred to the Kosovo
institutions. By December 2008, all customs officials had to change their badges from UNMIK
Customs to Kosovo Customs and the customs stamps now contained the words ‘Kosovo
Customs’ on them.
The response from Serbia and the Serbs was not friendly. Some 30 Kosovo Serbs that were
working for UNMIK Customs refused to work for Kosovo Customs, even though it was
essentially the same institution, just with a different name. As for Serbia proper, a ban was
placed immediately on goods produced in Kosovo or goods travelling with documents
containing the ‘Kosovo Customs’ stamp, with the excuse that these stamps violate UNSCR
1244 which stipulates that Kosovo is a protectorate, de jure still a part of Serbia. This
measure was taken despite the fact that trade between Kosovo and Serbia was supposed to
be free as per regional free trade agreement – CEFTA.35 In addition, Special Representative
of UN Secretary General had sent a letter informing Belgrade that this stamp does not in any

33

European Movement, Civil Dialogue and KIPRED, A joint European Vision
Ibid
35
Central European Free Trade Agreement was created in 2000 to facilitate trade between the countries of
Central Europe
34
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way breach UNSCR 1244 since it only says Kosovo Customs and not the Customs of Republic
of Kosovo.36 This letter changed nothing and Belgrade was adamant to stick to its position.
This policy damaged Kosovo producers: their already meager exports to Serbia, which in
2007 amounted to close to 20 million Euro fell to 3.8 million Euro in 2010. All the while
Serbia could export into Kosovo duty free for three years uninterrupted, as per regional
agreement. The estimated total value of this export in year 2010 was 260 million Euro.
Main Kosovo exports to Serbia (2009 – 2010)

Hence, since 4th of December 2008 Kosovo companies cannot export to these two countries
these companies had to find alternative ways like: 1. Exporting products to Bosnia and Serbia
through another country as re‐export; or 2. by finding other markets.37 This blockade caused
a decrease in exports in 2008 for 9.8%. Companies from Kosovo faced with this problem had
to use third countries in order to integrate in regional market. But this alternative means
over‐loaded procedures, time consuming and higher exporting costs. Apart from local
businesses, international investors are too affected from this blockade. We assume that one
of the reasons that discourage foreign investors to invest in Kosovo is because they have it
difficult to export their products in the region. Foreign investors most likely would better
invest in a country from where they can easily export in all CEFTA member states.38
Main Kosovo IMPORTS FROM Serbia (2009 – 2010)

36

Insert from Progress Report.
GAP Institute, Kosovo in CEFTA: In or Out?, 2011
38
GAP Institute, Kosovo in CEFTA: In or Out?, 2011
37
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Kosovo companies used the documents of companies registered in one of the region
countries and transported their goods through Montenegro or Macedonia to enter the
Serbian market. This has increased by 7% the costs of export, directly undermining their
competitiveness.39 According to economy experts, the illegal import from Serbia during this
period has caused two negative consequences: budget losses from uncollected custom and
tax duties of import, and discouragement of Kosovo companies that operated legally. Alban
Hashani from Riinvest Institute concludes that the non‐functionality of Kosovo state (police,
customs and tax administration) brought about the unfair competition and informality into
Kosovo market.40 The biggest damage that illegality in north (import from Serbia) cased to
Kosovo economy is the market mechanism, which suffered from unfair competition,
informality, human capital and innovation. Kosovo authorities are aware of the parallel
customary structures of Serbia, which operate inside Kosovo territory, namely in Ranillug,
Kllokot and Mitrovica North.41
According to the vice‐director of Kosovo Customs, EULEX performed e technical registration
of the goods that entered Kosovo territory during the whole blockade period, and applied no
customary procedure to the imports from Serbia.42 According to EULEX data that was sent to
Kosovo Customs, the budget suffered a 120 million loss, due to the unpaid custom and tax
duties. However, the same Customs official states that this calculated loss is based on the
data provided by EULEX, which paradoxically was based on the self‐declaration of the truck‐
drivers, whereas no verification control was applied.43

3. TRADE DATA COMPARISON
Interestingly, when we compare Serbia's information on trade with Kosovo with Kosovo's
information on trade with Serbia, large discrepancies are observable. Export from Serbia
proper to the customs territory of Kosovo should be equal to the Kosovo imports from
Serbia during the same period, or with small statistical differences, and vice versa ‐ Serbia's
imports from Kosovo should be equal to Kosovo's exports from Serbia. This is the same trade
flow observed from different standpoints. But official data from the two sources shows great
imbalances. In the following table, we are calculating the absolute difference between two
relevant data on the same trade flow.
If we observe data for exports from Serbia to Kosovo and compare them to Kosovo data on
its imports from Serbia we notice that in early years of the observed period official data of
the Republic of Serbia tends to be smaller that the official data issued by Kosovo, which
indicates that a portion of the trade flow remains outside of record by Serbia. The difference
in data is larger than 30%, even if we cross reference the data with a larger amount as a
denominator. In 2005 Serbia's data on export to Kosovo was 30% smaller than data provided
by Kosovo, and this difference in 2007 was even 38%.

39

Interview with Alban Hashani, Riinvest Institute
Ibid
41
Interview with Fisnik Rexhepi, political advisor to the Minister of Interior
42
Interview with Bajram Rexha, vice‐director of Kosovo Customs
43
Ibid
40
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Since 2008, we have a different situation because Serbia's data on its exports to Kosovo tend
to be larger than the data obtained by Kosovo, and the difference between this two data
contingents is smaller, a little above 10% of total value. This difference gets bigger each year.
In 2010 it is around 12% of a larger amount of observed trade flows. This change which
occurred in 2008 can be explained by the launch of the CEFTA 2006 Agreement and by a new
reality on the field resulted from the Kosovo's unilateral declaration of independence.
Table 4: Comparison of the trade data between Serbia's and Kosovo's sources

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Serbia
Exports to
Kosovo
(a)
107,076
127,539
137,155
233,898
240,708

Kosovo
imports
from Serbia
(b)
152,257
191,053
222,534
208,951
210,901

2010

296,472

260,156

year

|a‐b|
45,181
63,514
85,379
24,947
29,807

Serbia
Imports
from Kosovo
(a)
2,966
12,290
7,350
2,174
1,544

Kosovo
exports to
Serbia
(b)
6,265
20.910
19,280
9,893
3,504

36,316

3,031

3,846

Difference

Difference
|a‐b|
3,299
8,620
11,930
7,719
1,960

815

Source: Calculations of authors based on data for Serbia trade produced by Serbian Chamber
of Commerce from customs data and data for Kosovo trade obtained from Statistical Office
of Kosovo based on customs data.
On the other side, if we compare data on Serbia’s imports from Kosovo with the data on
Kosovo's export to Serbia, we can still observe a large discrepancy. If we present this
discrepancy in relative terms, comparing it to the larger data on the observed flow, we can
see that it represents even more than 60% of total value of trade flow. This high percentage
partly comes from a low base effect having in mind Kosovo's export to Serbia are very low,
but this considerable discrepancy in reported data still has to be observed. It seems that
Serbia has something unreported and one of the reasons is that Serbia treats trade
operations with Northern Kosovo as an internal trade, which means that those transactions
remain outside of customs procedures. The application of CEFTA 2006 Agreement did not
seem to have any effect on the balance between the two datasets until 2010. In CEFTA 2006
framework we have to insist on cooperation between customs in order to achieve better
exchange of trade informations.

4. ASSESSMENT OF ALL GREY MARKET CHANNELS FOR COMMODITY EXCHANGE BETWEEN
SERBIA AND KOSOVO
Afore mentioned analysis revealed considerable discrepancy between data collected in
Serbia and data collected on the territory of Kosovo, for previously defined customs
territories in Serbia without KiM and Kosovo. In spite of methodology established in keeping
with international standards which include enforcement of the WCO Harmonized System,
discrepancy occurs due to the inability to register all business transactions. When problems
arise in trade between Serbia and Kosovo, solution is frequently sought in reexport through
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neighboring countries, Montenegro and Macedonia. This also gets to be registered by
customs because of genuine indication of the country of origin, despite of using transit
documents. Beside discrepancy in data and reexport of commodities, there is a considerable
part of commerce between these territories which is not being registered by any party,
because it comes from the gray market zone, i.e. illegal trade.
In order to identify the scale of illegal trade between Serbia and Kosovo, a field research was
conducted. This research was conducted in Sandzak region, located in Southwest Serbia near
the administrative line with Kosovo. It is an important transit area for trade of commodities
with Kosovo. Research was conducted between July 1st and October 31st 2011 in
municipalities Novi Pazar, Raska, Sjenica and Tutin, at the headquarters of private companies
which entirely or partly conduct business operations with Kosovo. Methodology included
identification of a qualitative and quantitative target subset consisted of one hundred
leading private firms which are doing business in most dominating spheres for commerce
with Kosovo, such as: transportation services, selling products of own production,
commerce, intellectual and other services directly or indirectly related to the business with
Kosovo. Out of the total number of companies included in the representative sample, 88%
are based in Novi Pazar, 5% in Tutin, 4% in Raska and 3% in Sjenica. In regard of the structure
of businesses with Kosovo, 36% share belongs to trade, 23% to transportation, 9% to
commodity trade in connection with transport services, 14% to selling products of own
production, 14% to intellectual and other services indirectly related to businesses of
company owners connected with Kosovo and 4% belongs to those who refrain from doing
business with Kosovo. Interviewers used questionnaires to examine the attitude of the
business community in this fringe area.
Purpose of this research was to assess the scale of business with Kosovo in local commerce
and gain insight in the business community's perception of the scale of illegal commerce in
this region in both directions, as well as to understand their view on non‐customs barriers
which impede commerce between Serbia and Kosovo.
Novi Pazar represents and informal economic and cultural center of the region traditionally
known as Sandzak, which includes other neighboring municipalities beside Novi Pazar.
People, private entrepreneurs and their small and large scale businesses are the greatest
potential of Novi Pazar. This town is very keen on investing and taking risks, still without
educated expert management and banking support. Private entrepreneurship was
concentrated in following fields: production of jeans and light ready‐ware, production of
footwear, upholstered furniture, light metal industry, commercial transportation fleet.
Because of the deep recession caused by exceedingly infeasible scale of business capacities,
as well as by the lack of larger markets, private companies' vehicle fleets for commercial
transportation now represent a foundation of the local economy. Over‐scaled potentials of
commercial transportation turned truck owners into main protagonists of the exchange of
commodities between Serbia and Kosovo, i.e. initial link which connects, unnaturally though,
the divided space between Serbia and Kosovo. In addition to that, fact that the shipping
company DP “Sandzaktrans” from Novi Pazar, beside “Spedicija‐Bugojno”, was one of the
leading FR Yugoslavia companies in this sector during the nineties should not be neglected.
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According to the Sandzak business community's reports, today there are about 1200
registered vehicles for commercial transportation in Novi Pazar, with load bearing capacities
between 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 tons, with or without trailers. About 8% fit within a load‐
bearing category of 5 to 10 tons, equal percentage applies to vehicles with load‐bearing
capacity of 10 to 20 tons, while approx. 100 vehicles or 83% fit within the category of 25 tons
of load‐bearing capacity, with or without trailers. This undesirable potential of Novi Pazar
represents about 40% of the total commercial transportation fleet on tracks between Serbia
and Kosovo, while approx. 1800 vehicles or 60% come from other cities in Serbia: Nis,
Leskovac, Vranje, Presevo, Raska, Kraljevo, Kragujevac, Uzice, Cacak, Paracin, Beograd, Novi
Sad,...Sandzak business community perceives trade between Kosovo and Serbia as
something which is strategically very important for Serbia and Sandzak. Most interviewees
believe that “Sandzak businessmen are those who kept business with south parts of Kosovo
alive”. Regardless of surrounding competitors, Kosovo market is very near, strong in
purchasing capacity and population's ability to buy goods. Serbian products are highly valued
because of so many years of habitual consumption. Construction business is expanding and
very large constructions are being built all around Kosovo. Most people believe that proper
regulation of the legal framework and business ambiance in commerce between Serbian and
Kosovo would multiply the business scale two or three times.
Trade of commodities in transportation business between Serbia and Kosovo was radically
reduced after 2009, according to Sandzak businessmen reports. This generally applies to all
proprietors of commercial transportation fleets who own vehicles with 15 to 25 tons load‐
bearing capacity, with or without trailers. These vehicles are those that make biggest
turnover, but because of financial and fiscal insecurity of Kosovo market, i.e. lack of
integration into the legal system and lack of security for buyers from Southern Kosovo,
business became too risky for the past three years...Among transportation business
entrepreneurs from Novi Pazar, only 5% are transporting and trading on their own behalf
and for their own benefit, while 95% are only providing transportation services on behalf of
production and trade firms and individual agricultural producers from Serbia.
Commodity trade from Serbia to Kosovo, according to the scale of transportation services
provided by commercial vehicle owners from Novi Pazar, annually revolves around 497,5 mil
EUR. In this structure, motorized vehicles dominate with a 29% share, commercial goods
with 20,1% and milling wheat with 16,1%.
Table 1: Assessment of the trade of commodities from Serbia to Kosovo
No.

1.

2.
3.

Type of commodity

Value /in EUR/

Trading goods: oil, salt,
confectionery products, alcohol
and non‐alcoholic beverages,
juice, meat products, household
household chemicals…
Flour
Fertilizers, additives
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Participation in
overall structure
/%/

100,000.000

20,1

10,000.000
12,000.000

2,0
2,4

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Seed /wheat, corn/
Cement, facade and concealed
materials, iron
Crystal sugar
Milling wheat
Mercantile corn
Ceramics, pluming, adhesives,
fugue, bathroom interiors
Clay products
Livestock
Textile, jeans
Denim rolls
Furniture
Livestock feed
Motorized vehicles, hydraulic oil
Bread, milk, dairy products
Other industrial products
TOTAL………………….

40,000.000

8,1

32,000.000

6,4

12,600.000
80,000.000
12,500.000

2,5
16,1
2,5

3,750.000

0,7

40,000.000
1,700.000
450.000
400.000
1,500.000
5,000.000
144.100.000
1,250.000
250.000

8,1
0,3
0,1
0,1
0,3
1,0
29,0
0,2
0,1

497.500.000

100,0

Difference between official figures issued by the Customs Administration of the Republic of
Serbia and data shown above is around 200 mil EUR. Officially registered export from
Serbia proper to Kosovo was around 300 mil EUR, while trade estimates show around 500
mil EUR. Therefore, around 40% of total expert from Serbia to Kosovo remains in the gray
zone. Traded goods are mostly national products made in Central Serbia and Vojvodina,
except in case of duty‐paid vehicles and hydraulic oils imported firstly to Serbia by
authorized dealers.
Goods that call for special attention, which make an important part of unregulated
commerce are motorized vehicles (cars), crude oil and its derivatives, food imported from
international markets. Most frequently, foreign vehicles are being transported from Serbia
to the Northern Kosovo. Dealers and representatives of foreign car companies in Serbia were
selling those vehicles to buyers in Northern Kosovo ‐ physical entities, in keeping with a
procedure that provides VAT exemption. On the basis of field research findings, we estimate
that between 2007 and June 2011, around 14.400 vehicles were sold, 12.960 in larger
displacement category, and 1440 smaller vehicles. Total value of vehicles sold during this
period is around 666 mil EUR. Buyers in Northern Kosovo were thus granted with the
opportunity to buy for example a new VW POLO for a price of 16,500 EUR, while in Serbia it
costs 19,500 EUR, which is around 25,4% cheaper then buyers in Serbia have to pay. In this
period, around 1500 vehicles were sold to Southern Kosovo, through regular VAT refund
procedures for authorized dealers.
In the same period, large amounts of crude oil and its derivatives were sold to Northern
Kosovo, not only from Pancevo and Novi Sad refineries in Serbia, but from abroad as well,
e.g. Bosnia and Herzegovina, Romania, Bulgaria and Ukraine. From 2008 to June 2011,
according to field research findings, around 191.625.000 liters of annual average was sold
from Serbian refineries to Northern Kosovo, which is 670.687.500 liters in total for the whole
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period in question. Value of this is around 143 mil EUR of annual average and around 503 mil
EUR in total for the whole period. Businessmen who are doing business with Kosovo
estimate that around 450 mil liters of petroleum and base oils from Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Romania, Bulgaria and Ukraine were sold during the same period, in total value of 202 mil
EUR. Around 90% was imported from Bosnia and Herzegovina and around 10% from
Ukraine, Romania and Bulgaria. Therefore, budget of the Republic of Serbia suffered a loss of
over 100 mil EUR, on both grounds..
However, gray market commerce is also evident in business operations directed from
Kosovo to Serbia. Food products of foreign origin found their way from Kosovo to the
customs territories of Serbia. Business community in Sandzak estimates that various food
products in total annual value of around 700.000 EUR entered Serbia through irregular
channels. Because of unpaid VAT for trade of these products, budget of the Republic of
Serbia suffers average loss of around 126.000 EUR. Apart from this tax evasion, lack of
sanitary and phytosanitary control is another big problem in connection with these products,
which brings about health hazards for people in Serbia. In the opinion of the Sandzak
business community, Pristina is the main supply center for these foreign products, while
main transit routes run through Novi Pazar wholesale market. Following products are in
focus:
• canned fish, pâté spreads, salami, wieners...originating from Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina;
• chicken legs and fillet, raw beef and pork, smoked ham...originating from USA, Brasil,
Argentina, England;
• meet and dairy products from international market...originating from Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Hungary;
• fried coffee beans, confectionery products, spices...originating from Switzerland,
Croatia, Turkey;
• supplies for babies, cosmetics, household chemicals...originating from Germany,
Slovenia, Serbia;
• foreign alcoholic and non‐alcoholic sparkling beverages......whiskey, stock, vodka;
Following administrative crossings to Kosovo serve as routes for specific goods:
• imported motorized vehicles: Rudnica and Brnjak;
• flour, seeds, livestock feed and additives: Merdare and Rudnica;
• cement and clay products: Merdare, Rudnica, Brnjak;
• ceramics, facade and concealed materials: Rudnica;
• various merchandise: Rudnica and Brnjak;
• livestock: only Rudnica and Brnjak;
In regard of return transportation, from Kosovo to Serbia, business community in Sandzak
estimates that around 90% of vehicles return empty and without cargo, while around 10%
with load‐bearing capacity of 25 tons returns with cargo. Usual cargo : waste paper
transported to Cacak, concentrated zync transported to “Zorka” company in Sabac,
concentrated led transported to “Farmakom” company in Sabac, firewood transported to
Central Serbia and Vojvodina.
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Commodities coming from Serbia to Northern Kosovo which are being exempt from VAT in
Serbia often end up in South Kosovo or even back in Serbia through illegal channels.
Research team estimates that total value of this kind of commerce, which remains outside of
the scope of Serbia's customs territory and returns to Serbia without being registered,
mounts up annually to around 70 mil EUR.
In spite of the current business ambiance burdened by numerous customs related barriers
and non‐customs related barriers, political interruptions (Pristina's embargo, barricades in
Northern Kosovo) business community in Sandzak works up a considerable volume of
business operations with Kosovo. Around 40% of firms participate in 20% of the total
volume of business operations, 16% of firms participate in around 20‐50% of business
operations, where 8% of firms' businesses with Kosovo secures 50‐70% of their total volume
of annual business operations, while 36% of firms reserve 70‐100% of their capacities to the
business with Kosovo. Assessment of the exchange of commodities from Sandzak to Kosovo
reveals around 19,3 mil EUR every year. Merchandise dominates in the overall structure of
the exchange of commodities with a 51,8% share, while clay products participate with a
20,8% share.
Tabla 2: Assessment of the exchange of commodities from Sandzak region to Kosovo
No.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.

Value of exchange
/in EUR/

Type of commodity
Merchandise: oil, salt, confectionery
products,
alcoholic and non‐alcoholic
beverages, juice, meat products,
household chemicals…
Textile, jeans
Denim rolls
Clay products
SLOGA‐NP/modular construction,
block elements, wall and ceiling
products/
Construction
Livestock
Bread, milk, dairy products
Other industrial products
TOTAL………………….

Structure of
participation/%/

10,000.000

51,8

1,500.000
400.000

7,7
2,1

4,000.000

20,8

1,500.000
400.000
1.250.000
250.000

7,7
2,1
6,5
1,3

19,300.000

100,0

Having in mind potentials of the commercial vehicle fleet of Sandzak business community
which are in a difficult position today, having in mind that those vehicles are for the most
part registered in Novi Pazar and closely dependent on these people's spirit of
entrepreneurship, many owners of heavy load‐bearing vehicles are in the business of
international shipping as well. Closeness of Kosovo market and many decades of traditional
trade between Sandzak and Kosovo make an ideal foundation for multiplied engagement of
the Sandzak business community in international transportation operations on behalf of
business partners from Kosovo. Commercial commodities in business with Kosovo are
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national products made in this region, such as clay products, livestock, upholstered
furniture, jeans, bread, milk and dairy products. Commodities from Sandzak are being
transported to Kosovo, depending on type, by commercial vehicles of all load‐bearing
capacities, closed vehicles for transportation of disassembled furniture, buses on regular
routes to specific locations in Kosovo, smaller vans and cars.
Exchange of goods in return direction, from Kosovo to Sandzak, for the most part takes
place across Rudnica and Brnjak, as well as through numerous alternative routes from Lesak
and Leposavic toward Batnjik and Novopazarska Banja, away by main road outside of Novi
Pazar to Raska 10km or 2,5km, from Zubin Potok toward Lukar, by main road outside of Novi
Pazar and toward Ribaric 7km .
Exchange of commodities from Kosovo to Sandzak includes following types of commodities:
•
light textile goods, originating from Turkey, China, Pakistan and Dubai,
• various types of footwear, originating from Turkey and China,
• household commodities /glass and porcelain/, originating from Turkey, Japan, Dubai,
Taiwan and China,
• firewood from Northern Kosovo,
• various merchandise from Serbia “recoiling” on the way back to the wholesale
market in Novi Pazar,
• fish cans, pâté spreads, salami, wieners, originating from Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina,
• chicken legs and fillets, raw beef and pork, smoked ham from USA, Brasil, Argentina,
England,
• fried coffee beans, confectionery products, spices, originating from Switzerland,
Croatia, Turkey,
• baby supplies, cosmetics, household chemicals, originating from Germany and
Slovenia,
• foreign alcoholic and non‐alcoholic beverages /..whiskey, stock, vodka/;

4.1. Identified non‐customs barriers in commodities exchange between Serbia and Kosovo
Kosovo market is existentially important for all business people in Serbia, according to the
Sandzak business community reports: “For producers and merchants, selling is important,
for shipping companies transportation of those goods to the given location is
important...Business interest and profit have no regard for borders or nations as barriers”.
There is a considerable demand on the Kosovo market for all Serbian products: food,
confectionery products, alcoholic and non‐alcoholic beverages, chemicals, seeds, clay
products, other kinds of construction materials. Interviews with business people from
Sandzak revealed following obstacles to business operations with Kosovo:
• Different treatment of Northern Kosovo in comparison with Southern Kosovo is the
primary non‐customs barrier in business operations with Kosovo, which concerns
administrative procedures, length of process and right to VAT refunds...In keeping with
he Value Added Tax Act (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, issue No. 15/05) while
UN Resolution 1244 is in force on the territory of the Autonomous Province of Kosovo
and Metohia, exchange of commodities with Northern Kosovo is accompanied only by
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invoices and dispatch papers, with or without listed VAT amounts and customs duties,
merely as a Customs Output Record. Therefore, VAT refund procedure by the Internal
Revenue Administration of the Republic of Serbia requires only Bank remittance papers
about the given money transfer from Northern Kosovo firms for the exchange of
commodities, after which VAT is being refunded within a 45‐day deadline by the Republic
of Serbia in accordance with the commodity export policy. In case of commodities'
exchange with South Kosovo, list of required documents includes Customs Declaration
and Evidence List, invoices and dispatch papers, with or without VAT listed. Buyer from
South Kosovo will pay for the price of product with VAT included in EUR through a Bank,
for example Procredit Bank Pristina ‐ Procredit Bank Serbia, which exchanges foreign
currency with the National Bank of Serbia.
About 90% of exchange with South Kosovo takes place through mediating firms in
Northern Kosovo, registered by the Serbian Business Register Agency, which are
incorporated into the system of Serbian dinar payment operations. Intermediary firm
from Northern Kosovo must be registered in the same line of business as its business
partner from Serbia. Mediation in business with South Kosovo is charged by a 1‐2%
commission. Sandzak business community reports that this rule universally applies
regardless of the type of commodity. Till 2005, exchange of commodities with South
Kosovo was conducted by means of written statements on behalf of the buyer in South
Kosovo, which also implied a charge of 1‐2% of total invoice value as a commission for
firms in Serbia...
UNMIK blocks business operations of companies registered in Northern Kosovo who
refuse to pay due taxes for the Kosovo budget. Most entrepreneurs from Sandzak
perceive Northern Kosovo firms as entities whose purpose is reexport from the Republic
of Serbia to South Kosovo. Having in mind that Northern Kosovo firms are at the same
time registered with UNMIK, after a year or two of abstention from paying due taxes for
Kosovo budget their operations will be blocked. One of the interviewees reported the
inconvenience of “switching between more than a hundred intermediary firms
registered in Northern Kosovo during a ten‐year period”.
Duration of the movement of commodities to a destination in South Kosovo is another
barrier, according to Sandzak business community reports. Following steps are
mandatory in commodity exchange to South Kosovo: 1. Customs Declaration and
Evidence List are mandatory papers for Northern Kosovo firms, which are registered at
the Serbian Business Registry and incorporated into the system of payment operations of
the Republic of Serbia. Those firms are at the same time registered with UNMIK. 2.
Commodities and accompanying documentation are registered at the Novi Pazar
customs terminal, where customs duties are to be paid. Special Department of the
Internal Revenue Service validates Customs Declaration, Evidence List and other
accompanying documentation, makes copies and validations of accompanying
documentation. After that, commodities are transported via Rudnica/Brnjak crossings.
This procedure takes about twenty hours, on average. 3. There is also UNMIK's check
point in inter‐zone area, where all these documents are copied, which takes up another
2‐3 hours, after which commodities continue on their way to Kosovska Mitrovica, for
South Kosovo. 4. Albanian Kosovo police check point is the next stop, where all those
documents are copied again. This check point is about 40km away from Kosovska
Mitrovica on the way to Kosovska Miitrovica customs terminal. 5. In Kosovska Mitrovica,
accompanying documentation is delivered to the shipping company, with a 71 EUR
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charge for phytosanitary certificate about food&commodity condition, 31 EUR for
analysis and 25 EUR for shipping services. Customs terminal charges 41 EUR for their
services which in total mounts up to 168 EUR and takes up about thirty hours of time and
80km of road after passing the Novi Pazar starting point, just to let cargo travel to the
buyer located south of river Ibar...
Procedure duration and amount of expenses in international transportation of
commodities to and fro South Kosovo, when commodities cannot be transported in
transit through Serbia. Because of the refusal to recognize the status of Kosovo,
commodities from and to EU are being transported via Austria, Slovenia, Croatia,
Montenegro (Rozaje) ‐ Kula (Pec) – Kosovo, which is a road about 2000km long that takes
up about four days to complete and costs 20% more in expenses than 600km shorter
transit through Serbia, which would take only two days...
Low and unbalanced standards enforced by government representatives sitting on
administrative crossings are also a barrier, according to Sandzak business community
reports; it slows down and impedes exchange of commodities between Serbia and
Kosovo. Many interviewees pointed out discrepancies between livestock feed prices
proscribed by the Government of the Republic of Serbia and those applied by the
Customs Administration...
Absence of the unified system of payment operations on the territory of the
Autonomous Province of Kosovo and lack of Bank warranties or secured claims create a
very prominent problem of uncollectibility of claims, especially by buyers in South
Kosovo. This means that business operations are based on trust.
Sandzak business community perceives Kosovo market as a highly unregulated fiscal and
financial environment. Lack of fiscal discipline is especially evident in imposed 50%
devaluation of invoices from Serbia, and 50% rebate on cash payments, for the purpose
of making smallest possible VAT as a contribution to the Kosovo budget. This forces
partners from Serbia to resort to unlawful and illegal operations, from the perspective of
Serbia and from the perspective of Kosovo as well.
Unfair and uncontrolled competition in Euro‐Asian textile and footwear businesses in
Kosovo market, still without mechanism of quality control for these goods, are a problem
shared both by Serbia and Kosovo
Absence of administrative and monitoring institutions delegated by the Republic of
Serbia in the process of exchange of commodities which are being barely registered at
administrative crossings on the path to Northern Kosovo; this makes an ideal platform
for black market economy for goods being sold at the Novi Pazar wholesale market.
Hence, this research concluded with a formulation of one almost imperative appeal of
the Sandzak business community, especially traders from Novi Pazar, to completely
withdraw the Regulation on VAT refunds for Northern Kosovo...
Inappropriate and unfair competition displayed by large producers from Serbia who
directly sell their goods to Northern Kosovo, like for example “Knjaz Milos” from
Arandjelovac and “RUBIN” from Krusevac, puts Sandzak wholesalers in a very
unfavorable position. Namely, prices of products provided by these suppliers are lower
for buyers in Northern Kosovo by 30‐40% compared to prices for other wholesalers in
Serbia, where these products are that much costlier when they're bought directly from
those same suppliers.
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Summary
Ever since the day Kosovo and Metohia were put under international community's
protectorate in 1999 by UNSC Resolution 1244 and became a de facto special customs
territory, renewal of trade relations between this area and the rest of Serbia is being raised
as an issue. Many years passed in Serbia without special regulation of trade relations
between these two entities which were interrupted because of the conflict in 1999. Finally in
2001, Government of the Republic of Serbia issued a number of bylaws that regulate trade
relations between Kosovo and the rest of Serbia by treating these these relations as
domestic trade operations, which puts focus on taxation in the sphere of exchange of
commodities with Kosovo. However, in 2006, West Balkan countries signed a regional trade
agreement known as CEFTA 2006. One of the signatories, beside Serbia and other countries,
was the UN Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) on behalf of the customs territory of Kosovo. By
signing this Agreement, Serbia has recognized the fact that Kosovo became a special and
singular customs territory. But, recognition of a territory as subject of international trade
does not imply recognition of the given territory's political status. Since then, Serbia enforces
classic customs approach to South Kosovo, while trade with North Kosovo still gets to be
treated as domestic taxation area. UNMIK documents with UNMIK customs stamps are used
in exchange of commodities between Kosovo and the rest of Serbia.
Trade relations between Kosovo and the rest of Serbia are being complicated by a decision
brought by Kosovo institutions to declare independence from Serbia in 2008. After enjoying
a temporary status proscribed by UN provisions, institutions of Kosovo are now
marginalizing UNMIK's role by a unilateral takeover of UNMIK's competencies and by
establishing Kosovo Customs that issues customs documents with “Republic of Kosovo”
insignia. This change is not accepted by Serbia and commodities from Kosovo are not
allowed with these documents.
Export from Kosovo to Serbia is relatively low and it finds its way to Serbia via Montenegro
and Macedonia in a form of reexport. However, EU wanted a greater engagement in this
region and therefore a special mission in Kosovo – EULEX was established. This mission
became operational only after Serbia gave its consent, where foundation of the transfer of a
part of competencies from UNMIK to EULEX was based on the so called Six Point Plan of the
Secretary General of United Nations. This plan clearly states that Kosovo represents, in
regard of customs, a singular customs territory, along with a remark that crossings 1 and 31
known as Jarinje and Brnjak will be in charge of internationally monitored customs register
and that customs duties collected at these two crossings will be used for development of
local communities. Problems arose when Kosovo institutions tried to take over these
crossings in 2011 and integrate them into the system of Kosovo Customs, which Serbs from
North Kosovo do not accept. On top of that, Pristina authorities introduced a blockade of
imports from Serbia, which was canceled later on.
As one of EU's preconditions for Serbia's accession to this organization, dialog between
representatives from Belgrade and Pristina was initiated. In regard of issues related to
customs, dialog was focused on use of Kosovo Customs stamps and customs documents
form. Later on, status o f Jarinje and Brnjak crossings was also discussed. Two sides reached
agreement on these issues and implementation of this agreement on the field should be
expected. This step forward was not enough to secure Serbia's EU candidacy .
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In regard of trade flows between customs territories of Kosovo and the rest of Serbia (Serbia
proper), we may notice stagnation after 1999 conflict, as well as slow gradual renewal in first
few years after that. However, total scale of commodity exchange between these two
customs territories never exceeded 60 mil EUR level, concluding with year 2004. Export from
Serbia dominates in the structure of this exchange, while sale of commodities originating
from Kosovo to Serbia's market remained very low. Since the signing of CEFTA 2006
agreement, trade was significantly intensified, especially Serbia's export to the customs
territory of Kosovo up to the level of 300 mil EUR, which represents almost 4% of total
Serbia's exports in 2010. Most dominating Serbia's exported products are crude oil and its
derivatives, non‐metal minerals, edible products and construction materials.
Results of comparison between official data provided by the Chamber of Commerce and
Customs Administration of the Republic of Serbia and official data provided by the Statistical
Office of Kosovo are interesting. Records about Serbia's exports to Kosovo should be equal
to Kosovo records about imports from Serbia, but there is 30% to almost 40% discrepancy
between datasets during the period in question.
However, important part of trade between Serbia and Kosovo belongs to the gray economy
zone ‐ almost 40% according to our field researchers' reports. Estimations are based on field
research conducted by using questionnaires given to around 100 interviewees in Sandzak
region in 2011. Special attention in analysis of unregulated trade was focused on
commodities such as cars, crude oil and its derivatives and edible products from the
international market. Considerable non‐customs barriers in trade relations between these
two customs territories were identified also within this field research. Unequal business
conditions between trade operations with North Kosovo and trade operations with South
Kosovo are especially concerning. This creates a considerable problem for entrepreneurs,
and it opens up huge space for tax evasion, having in mind that exchange with North Kosovo
is not fully under customs surveillance. That is a very big problem in budget alimentation of
the Republic of Serbia. Trades of commodities arriving from Central Serbia to North Kosovo
are first being subject to tax exemption and then they reappear through gray market
channels in South Kosovo or even in Serbia.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Establishment of a system of customs custody for commodities, which implies clear
definition of customs territories of Serbia and Kosovo, including regulation of
customs offices between these customs territories. Northern Kosovo should not be
entitled to tariff concessions, because it turns that area into a free economic zone.
• Withdrawal of regulations that regulate tax treatment of commodities in commerce
with Kosovo, having in mind that entities registered at the Serbian Business Registry
for dinar payment operations who conduct their businesses in Northern Kosovo
should be treated as other taxpayers in the Republic of Serbia. In any case, total
customs custody over administrative crossings between Serbia and Kosovo would
prevent tax evasion.
• Establishment of a higher level of financial and fiscal discipline toward Kosovo.
Incorporation of the entirety of business operations with Kosovo into the legal
framework, with registration of commodities only with 1% in customs records, which
implies enforcement of CEFTA agreement.
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Institutionalized process of setting up customs bonded warehouses and centers
/Kosovska Mitrovica, Pec.../ for commodities of foreign origin, which are transported
to Kosovo. ...Imported goods from Kosovo cannot be legally imported or cleared
through current administrative crossings to Kosovo. These administrative crossings
are not customs crossings, in spite of the fact that customs laws of the Republic of
Serbia are being enforced there.
Types and values of goods transported to Kosovo from Serbia by private automobiles
and buses should be limited, like in case of all other customs crossings.
Customs records for goods coming from Kosovo to the Novi Pazar wholesale market
should be incorporated into the legal system
Sandzak region and all its potentials should have an integrative purpose in relations
between Serbia and Kosovo.
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II. MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE
Introduction
After the breakup of former Yugoslavia, borders of former Yugoslav republics became
interstate borders. Yugoslav region, that was once united, became intersected, border
crossings became a new regional feature, and some of the countries formed on the territory
of a once unified country had instituted visa regimes.
This type of relations only confirmed the already detectable distance between ex‐Yugoslav
nations and states. As time went by, EU integration process that encompassed the entire
region changed the attitude towards state borders, which never lost importance, but
imposed regimes became more liberal, and when EU liberated visa regimes for Serbia,
Montenegro and Macedonia, later on for Bosnia and Herzegovina as well, crossing state
borders between the Republics of former Yugoslavia finally became visa free.44
All these specific relations between former Yugoslav Republics in the sphere of crossing
state borders bypassed Kosovo, where citizens travel to EU only with a valid Schengen visa,
and more importantly they face obstacles in crossing to territory of (Central) Serbia.
According to research, Kosovo citizens are the most isolated citizens in the Balkans and
Europe in general.45 Serbia, Albania, Bosnia, Montenegro and Macedonia were the last
countries in the Balkans that in 2009 and 2010 were granted visa free travel to Europe, thus,
leaving Kosovo isolated and excluded. Kosovo is now the only country in the Balkans and
Europe whose citizens can travel to only four countries in Europe without a visa (Albania,
Macedonia, Montenegro and Turkey).
Even though relations between Belgrade and Pristina are being burdened by extremely
complex issues of the status of Kosovo, solutions for practical matters such as free
movement of people and commodities between Serbia and Kosovo should not only be
arranged, they should be applicable in practice as well.
Initiation of negotiations on practical matters, focused on establishment of stable relations
and conditions for undisturbed everyday life for the citizens, is certainly a sign of positive
development in relations between Belgrade and Pristina, which is also represent a
precondition for the development of the whole region.46

44

Slovenia, as EU member country and a member of the Schengen zone, has instituted visa regime with Serbia,
Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro. In 2003, Croatia had suspended visa regime for citizens
of the then Union of States of Serbia and Montenegro, while Union of States of Serbia and Montenegro had
suspended visa regime for citizens of Croatia two years earlier.
45
ESI, Isolating Kosovo? Kosovo vs. Afghanistan 5:22, 19 November 2010,
http://www.esiweb.org/pdf/esi_document_id_111.pdf
46
Belgrade‐Pristina talks began in Marh 2011, with EU mediation. Beside issues of freedom of movement of
people and commodities, talks about land registry, air traffic, telecommunications, presidency in CEFTA
regional free trade zone, customs stamps, also began
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After the fifth round of talks between negotiating teams from Belgrade and Pristina,
agreement on freedom of movement, registry records and accreditation of University
diplomas was reached.

Enjoying the right to free movement in laws and practice
Regulations issued by institutions in Serbia
Most of current laws that regulate obtaining personal documents for citizens of the Republic
of Serbia were passed within a procedure of addressing legal and technical criteria
proscribed by the EU's plan for liberalization of visa regime (Road map).
In keeping with regulations of the Republic of Serbia, persons with valid travel documents or ID
cards can move freely.
Article 39 of the Constitution of Serbia stipulates the right to free movement and habitation,
including the right to leave and enter back into the territory of the Republic of Serbia, for all
persons. Laws passed at that time, Identity Card Law47 and Law on Travel Documents48 have
introduced, for the first time in history of Serbia, biometric identification, for the purpose of
protection and security of issued documents.
Beside that, Parliament of the Republic of Serbia passed a Civil Registry Act49 on March 18th
2009, prepared by the Ministry of Public Administration and Local Self Government, in order
to secure safety and reliability of documents50 on which issuance of biometric IDs is based
(civil records‐ proof of citizenship and birth certificate). Thanks to the newly‐adopted law,
national civil registry, which helps citizens to quickly obtain personal documents with
“indefinite validity”51, independently from the location where this registry entry was kept.
Identity Card Law, put in force on April 14th 2008, in part related to issuing electronic Ids,
stipulates the right to possession of Identity Card for all citizens of the Republic of Serbia
above 16 years of age52. According to current Rules on Identity Cards53 , biometric ID cards
47

Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia issue No. 62/06
Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia issue No. 90/07
49
Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia issue No. 20/09
50
According to the EC's expert report on fulfillment of legal and technical criteria for the Road Map focused on
security of documents, security of documents on basis of which travel documents are issued was rated lowest.
Especially in case of civil registry in Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohia. It was noted that offices
where those documents are kept were inadequate and crumped up. Consequently, approach to these
documents is difficult and security is compromised. On top of that, issuance procedures, application forms,
print errors, etc, are very problematic. This system does not guarantee high level of reliability of these
documents throughout the whole territory. Instead, situation varies from place to place. February 2009, page
16
51
Issuance of indefinetely valid certificates began in January 2010
52
Applicant is requred to provide following data in the process of application for ID 1) personal civil registry
number;2) name and surname;3) gender ;4) date of birth;5) place, municipality, country of birth;6)
citizenship;7) parents' personal civil registry number;8) residence address on the territory of the Republic of
Serbia (place, municiipality and residence address) in time of application ;9) foreign country of residence for
persons without residence on the territory of the Republic of SErbia;10) date of application
48
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can be issued to all citizens of the Republic of Serbia by registered place of residence or
temporary residence.
Persons with residence in the territory of Kosovo can obtain a biometric identity card after
providing birth certificate and proof of citizenship. Applications are submitted at the Ministry
of Internal Affairs outlets located in towns in Central Serbia: Police Department (PU) Gnjilane
(Vranje), PU Djakovica (Jagodina), PU Kosovska Mitrovica (Kraljevo), PU Prizren (Krusevac), PU
Urosevac (Leskovac), PU Pristina (Niska Banja), PU Pec (Kragujevac)54.
In regard of travel documents, National Assembly of Serbia passed the Law on Travel
Documents, on October 9th 2007. This Law incorporates standards imposed by European
regulations and standards of International Civil Air Organization (ICAO), which require
introduction of travel documents with integrated photograph and reading zone, in every
country, by 2010.
Production of new biometric travel documents began on July 7th 2008, based on
applications submitted throughout the territory of the Republic of Serbia. Passport
applications are submitted to the competent authority responsible for issuing passports
located in the area where applicant holds permanent or temporary residence, or via
competent diplomatic or consular office of the Republic of Serbia. Beside passport
application form, ID card or other document as a proof of identity, along with a proof of
citizenship are a requirement for first issuance of passports or other public identification
papers, as a support for information provided in application.
Integrity and security of the procedure for issuing biometric passports to persons who are
residents of the territory of Kosovo and Metohia are the criteria for visa liberalization and
therefore, intensification of dynamics in taking steps towards reform in the field of
document security was necessary.
On September 15th, Serbian Government passed an act that regulates issuance of travel
documents through a centralized system of Coordinating Administration by the Ministry of
Internal Affairs of the Republic of Serbia ‐ Regulation on the Procedure for Fulfillment of
Requirements for Issuance of Passports for Persons from Kosovo and Metohija55. This regulates
the procedure for examination of fulfillment of requirements for issuance of passports to
citizens of Serbia who registered permanent residence in the territory of Kosovo and Metohia
and citizens whose citizenship certificate was issued by the competent authorities of the
Republic of Serbia for Kosovo and Metohia region, and who do not have permanent residence
in the Republic of Serbia.
Travel documents for these persons are issued by a special Coordination Department of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs in Belgrade, assigned as issuer at the passport. By EU Council's
Decision 1244/2009, for all holders of this travel document, visa liberalization does not apply,
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and they can travel through EU countries only with valid visas. Considering the impossibility of
getting a passport of the Republic of Serbia without a trip to Belgrade56, there is no doubt that
these persons are in a situation where they have to invest a considerable amount of money
and time. According to the statistics provided by the Ministry of Interior, special Coordination
Department issued 19,027 biometric passports in 2010, and from January 1st 2011 till
November 2011, 19,192 biometric passports were issued .
This Regulation makes an exception in case of internally displaced persons from Kosovo and
Metohia57. Article 4 precisely indicates that provisions of this Regulation do not apply on
internally displaced persons. Internally displaced persons can get their passports, which allows
free travel, at their places of residence.
There is another category of residents of Kosovo who obtained travel documents from the
moment Law on Travel Documents was put in force before adoption and application of this
Regulation. Before June 2009, when Ministry of Interior stopped issuing biometric passports to
the residents of Kosovo (regardless of nationality) 7.141 travel documents were issued to the
residents of Kosovo58. Holders of these passports can travel without visas to the Schengen
zone.
In order to determine the facts relevant for the process of issuing passports, this Regulation
provides authorization to the competent government body to carry out validity checks and
other appropriate steps in keeping with the Law on Travel Documents and „verify the
authenticity of personal documents that prove the identity of the passport applicant,
authenticity of birth and citizenship certificates, with the Civil Registry Office"59
Validity checks, envisaged by this Regulation, also apply to the check‐in and check‐out
procedures for registration of residence address, all for the purpose of verification of
provided information and enclosed documents, or verification of compliance with conditions
set by the Law on Permanent and Temporary Residence60. From the moment this Regulation
was put in force, after receiving the application for permanent residence from persons to
which this Regulation applies, in the process of checking compliance with conditions
proscribed by this law that regulates citizens' residence61, authorities „conduct validity
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checks on the field, as well as other measures to examine the validity of information
provided by the applicant“. In the process of verification of residence, competent authority
shall determine whether applicant truly intends to reside at the given address or gives
accurate information. "It has to be established whether applicant starts the procedure for
the purpose of employment, marriage or family reunion, or similar reasons, which proves
the intention to permanently reside in the registered location“62.
Since this Regulation was put in force, outlets of the Ministry of Interior outside of Kosovo
received 12.880 applications for permanent residence from persons who had prior residence
in the territory of Kosovo and Metohija. Out of the total number of claims, 9.084
applications received positive replies and residence was registered, while 1.974 applications
were rejected.63
New Law on Permanent and Temporary Residence was adopted on November 17th
201164which created conditions to put out of practice the old Law of SFR Yugoslavia.
After a discussion in the Parlimant of the Republic of Serbia, competent government
Minister stated that „Government must prevent abuse in issuance of certificates of
temporary and permanent residence and therefore, competent government body has the
right to reject the application if applicant's true intent to reside at the given address cannot
be substantiated.“ He also stated that „problems arose when Albanians from Kosovo started
registering residence in central Serbia in order to gain the right to visa‐free travel which is
not granted to citizens of Kosovo“65
The legal measure which the law introduces is annuling the address, i.e. registering that the
citizen does not live at the address of his previously registered place of residence or
domicile. If the appropriate institution ascertains that the citizen does not live at the
registered address i.e. that he or she has provided false data, the same institution will
thereby decide to annul that place of residence and orders to register with a new place of
residence within eight days. If a citizen does act accordingly, the stipulated penalty varies
from 30,000 to 150,000 dinars.

Regulations brought by institutions in Kosovo
Prior to July of 2008, legal movement in and out of Kosovo was primarily governed by the
United Nations administration as outlined in the Constitutional Framework for Provisional
Self‐Government in Kosovo. UNMIK started issuing Traveling Documents to Kosovars in year
2000 and stopped in July 2008, when UNMIK’s administrative functions in Kosovo were
abolished. Some 240,036 Travel Documents were still valid in May 2009 and all expired by
July 2010.66
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The first UNMIK legal document On travel documents stated that any person over the age of
16 with the status of Kosovo ‘habitual resident’ could apply to the Central Civil Registry for a
travel document67 'Habitual residents' were legally defined as those persons born, or with
one parent born, in Kosovo, or those who could prove that they have resided in Kosovo for
at least five years continuously. These traveling documents were valid for periods of 24
months with the right to extend or renew.
Movement of people into and out of Kosovo territory, including those going through crossing
points along the boundary with Serbia, was regulated in more detail through Regulation On
the Movement of Persons Into and Out of Kosovo in April of 2005.68 This regulation stipulates
the conditions to be met for entry into Kosovo, different categories of entry and stay,
remedies in cases of denial of entry, the conditions for refugee status etc.
As per entry to Kosovo, according to section 2.1.of this document, a person has the right to
enter and remain indefinitely in Kosovo if such person (a) holds an UNMIK travel document,
(b) hold and identity document indicating he/she is a ‘habitual resident’, (c) is a spouse to
any of the above or a dependent family member under age of 18 , or (d) is authorized to stay
by the relevant governmental/UNMIK authorities. Moreover, section 2.2. of the same
document states that “A person who does not meet the conditions of section 2.1. shall not
be required to obtain authorization to enter and remain in Kosovo, if such a person holds a
travel document or identity card of the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro”. This
provision, in terms of entry and indefinite stay in Kosovo, entitled citizens of Serbia with
practically the same rights as resident inhabitants of Kosovo.69
Soon after the declaration of independence in 2008, Kosovo government started adapting
new legislation applicable to various documents and administrative functions.
Kosovo issues for the first time a Kosovo passport, officially since 18 July 2008.70 Up to date,
Kosovo government has issued a total of 889 158 passports. Out of these, only around 1 700
have been issued to Kosovo Serbs Another 21 763 Kosovo Serbs hold a Kosovo ID card.71 In
general, there are another 63 208 UNMIK ID cards still valid. The old UNMIK passports were
issued until July 2008 (valid for 2 years) therefore as of July 2010 there are no valid UNMIK
passports in circulation.
The Law on Traveling Documents is the first legal document adapted after 2008. According
to this law a passport is a traveling document issued to a Kosovo Republic citizen for state
border crossing and as a proof of identity and citizenship.72 There are six different kinds of
traveling documents issued, and these are as it follows: passport; diplomatic passport;
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official passport; travel card – travel document for return; group travel document; travel
documents issued based on international agreement.
A Kosovo passport contains: name of the Republic of Kosova state, state symbol, name type
and number of the travel document, space for signature of the authorised official of the
competent organ which has issued it, date of issuance, validity, space for the signature of
the holder of travel document, and also the personal biometric data. This document is issued
in timeframe validity of 10 years.
In order to obtain a Kosovo passport, citizens must submit their request in person to the
competent authorities. Persons above 18 years old and citizens who are not yet 18 but who
have obtained the capacity to work have the right to submit a request for passport issuance
by completeing the application form with the following details: personal name; personal
number of the citizen; date of birth; gender; place of birth; permanent residence;
citizenship; date and place of submission of application; name, surname and residence of
legal representative; and, signature of the applicant. The applicant should also submit
his/her old traveling document and have a picture taken with biotmetric parameters. The
person must also submit copies of their: ID cards, birth certificate, proof of address,
certificate that one is not under legal investigation proof of processed fee payment of 25
euros (if one is above 18) or 20 euros (for those under 18).73
The issuance of Kosovar traveling documents falls under the authority of Minisitry of Internal
Affairs. In accordance to EU standards, on October 31st of 2011 Kosovo government started
issuing biometric passports, however this process is still in its initial phase.74
Until 2010, there were four different types of passports in circulation:
• Kosovo Passports
Kosovo government has been issuing passports since 18 July 2008 and by May 2009 it
had issued over 312,000 passports.75
• UNMIK Travel Documents
UNMIK started issuing Travel Documents to Kosovars in year 2000 and stopped in July
2008, when UNMIK’s administrative functions in Kosovo were abolished. Some
240,036 Travel Documents were still valid in May 2009 and all expired by July 2010.
• ‘Old’ Serbian Passports
It is difficult to estimate the number of these passports in circulation as they have
been issued in many places in Serbia and ‘informally’ in Kosovo too. It is important to
note that they will all lost their validity by 2011.
• ‘New’ Biometric Serbian Passports
7141 new biometric Serbian passports were issued by Serbia by the end of April 2009,
of which 5621 to Kosovo Serbs and 1520 to Kosovo Albanians. As of January 2010,
when European Commission proposal on visa liberalization for Serbia passed, all Serb
passport holders are able to travel to Schengen countries visa free, save for Kosovo
citizens, be they Serb or Albanian.76
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Corruption issues in change of temporary residence addresses and obtaining Serbian travel
documents
Following the visa liberalization for Serbia, there has been an influx on demand for Kosovo
Serbs and Albanians to obtain Serbian passports.
The process of obtaining a Serbian passport starts in Kosovo, where one can find a mediator
who can travel there freely to Serbia and has some connection to these KiM police
administrative units. There, with a written authorization from the applicant, the mediator
gets hold of the birth certificate and the certificate of nationality for the applicant. One can
easily find such a mediator who will do that for around 100 euros paid in cash. After
receiving the birth and nationality certificates, the applicant can than easily travel to Serbia
with these certificates and any other old Serbian document (i.e. passport, or an ID, even if it
is expired). This way any citizen of Kosovo can cross into Serbia where they need to apply for
a biometric ID and than biometric passport in person.
However, for one to get a visa‐free biometric passport, one must unregister from their
respective Kosovo residencies, change their permanent address and register as a resident of
any address within Serbia proper.
According to an investigative report published in a daily Kosovo newspaper, this is a costly
process, costing somewhere between 2000‐7000 euros to the mediators and the officials
working in the administration and to the person who ‘lends’ their address.77 However, if one
secures all the necessary documents that one can easily apply for a visa‐free biometric
passport in the respective administrative unit of the municipality where they have registered
as permanent residents.
Every night from Pristina three different buses travel to Belgrade, at 22.00, 22.30 and the
last one at 23.00. The buses are usually half full of people that travel through Merdara to
Belgrade, arriving at the destination in the early hours of the next day. Through
conversations conducted with the drivers, some of them doing the same route for more than
eight years now, it seems that commuters are of different ethnic backrgrounds, including
Kosovo Albanians. The reasons people travel to Serbia are various, but the two prevailing
reasons are the renewal of personal documents, namely ID and passports. Having a Serbian
passport, even if it does not grant visa free travel in the Schengen zone, is for some a
preferable traveling document alternative. Another striking phenomenon is people that
travel to Serbia for medical reasons. Becuase the public health system in Kosovo is flawed
and treatment in private clinics is pricey, there are people who prefer to get medical
treatment in public hospitals in Belgrade78
In a statement given to a local Prishtina newspaper, current Kosovo Minister of Internal
Affairs Bajram Rexhepi stated that Kosovo governement has no information on whether
Kosovars are claiming Serbian nationality in order to get Serbian passports. On the other
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hand, in May of 2011 Serbian Minister of Internal Affairs, Ivica Dacic, when asked if he had
any information on how many Kosovo citizens were changing addresses in order to get a
passport that would allow visa‐free travel, stated that “There aren’t too many. We have
taken some measures and only few days ago we have arrested a group of serbian policeman
who were helping people to register with as a residents of a fake address. But, mostly the
changes of addresses have been done in a legal manner, and anyone has the legal right to
change their address. In these last couple of years the number of those who have changed
their address, be it Serbs or Albanians, is around 2000 or 3000 cases.” Dacic also stated, that
from September of 2009 until May of 2011, around 26,000 Kosovo Albanians have been
issued a Serbian passport.79
The most famous case of abuse related with issuing travel documents, occurred last year in
the municipality of Merosina when four policemen were arrested on suspicion of entering
false information for fifty Albanians from Kosovo and Metohia, from December 2009 till
August 2010, on basis of which they registered their residence and obtained travel documents.
Beside this case in Merosina, something similar happened in Smederevska Palanka, where a
police officer was arrested on suspicion of overstepping authority and facilitating issuance of
travel documents to five Albanians in this town80.
In May this year, officials of the Sector for Internal Control of the Ministry of Internal Affairs
have publicized results of several months of control carried out in a mission called "Bozur 24".
24 people were arrested, among which 16 border police officers and officials of the
Department for Administration in Belgrade, Nis, Vranje and other cities in South Serbia. They
found themselves behind bars on suspicion of helping false asylum seekers to get to EU, ie. on
suspicion of receiving bribes for issuing false documents such as birth certificates, proof of
citizenship and residence, in amounts of at least 100 EUR for each document.
Within the Reply to the European Commission's Questionnaire, it was stated that, during the
period from January 1st till December 1st 2010, competent authorities had rejected
applications for registration of residence for 81 persons who moved out from the territory of
Kosovo and Metohia and registered in on the territory of the Republic of Serbia, because
verification measures have shown that those persons submitted false information in their
applications 81

Issue of vehicle registration ‐ Serbia
Law on Road Traffic Safety stipulates mandatory registration of motor vehicles and trailers82.
Registered vehicles must have registration certificates, registration plates and registration
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stickers. All types of registration plates83 in keeping with this law are uniformly issued
throughout the whole territory of the Republic of Serbia.
Registration procedure is regulated by Regulations on Registration of Motor Vehicles and
Trailers84. Issuance of "new plates" in keeping with European standards, began on January 1st
2011, throughout the entire territory of the Republic of Serbia. Registration of a vehicle is
conducted by entering data in the national register of vehicles. On the basis of provided
data, vehicle owner receives registration certificate, registration plates and registration
stickers.
Organizational unit of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in charge of a given territory enters the
data into the register, in accordance with vehicle owner's residence address, or company
headquarters address in case of vehicle owned by a legal entity.
Official website of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, in section called "Registration of vehicles
from the territory of Kosovo and Metohia", reads: „Each type of work requires submission of
identical documentation provided in vehicle registration procedure by owners who are not
from Kosovo and Metohia, with additional requirement of providing proof of registered
residence on the territory of the police administration unit where given application is
submitted".85
After the announcement of Pristina authorities that vehicles with „new” Serbian plates
indicating cities and towns of Kosovo will not be allowed in traffic, Serbian Ministry of
Interior began implementation of a special regime for Kosovo and Metohia in January 2011.
Drivers from the area of Kosovo and Metohia, beside possession of „new” plates, are
allowed keep „old” plates as well, in order to avoid repercussions by the Kosovo police:
removal from traffic and fines for driving vehicles with “new” plates that indicate cities and
towns in Kosovo.
,, Beside the new plates, I kept the old one as well ... so now I posses both new and old
vehicle registration certificate. This was very important to us because we can still drive
throughout Kosovo with old plates , but I do not know how it will be after January 1st 2012
driving in Kosovo will be allowed only with KS and RKS plates. I reject Kosovo ID card and
Kosovo citizenship.”86

Issue of vehicle registration – Kosovo
UNMIK released a regulation on releasing temporary registration papers and license plates
for vehicles located in Kosovo.87 The registration for motor vehicles in post‐war Upon the
establishment of its administrative structure in Kosovo, in October of 1999, Kosovo started
on November 30th of 1999 as an effort to establish a database on vehicles and their holders.
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Registration centres opened throughout Kosovo and motorists had until end of March 2000
to register their vehicles. At first, drivers received only their registration plates whereas
registration certificates started to be issued when insurance companies met UNMIK's
requirements to sell insurance in Kosovo.88
Although after March of 2000, UNMIK Police started penalizing drivers of unregistered
vehicles Serbs in certain enclaves within the terriotry of Kosovo and those living in the North
continued to use old Yugoslav licence plates.
UNMIK released KS license plates were never recongized by Serbian government. However,
Kosovars who had the necessary valid Serbian traveling documents could travel to Serbia
with the KS licensce plates by following a certain procedure.89
Moreover, foreigners wanting to travel from Kosovo to Western Europe over land are not
allowed to cross in any of the crossing points between Kosovo and Serbia without having a
Serbian entry stamp in their passport. As an alternative foreigners have to take a detour via
Albania and Montenegro. The other option is to go transit through Macedonia in order to
receive an entry stamp at the Serbian border crossing point there, legitimizing therefore
their entrance in Serbia proper. This Serbian policy has been problematic in particular to the
large community of Kosovo Albanians living in Western Europe, but also in general to the
international community living in Kosovo and to tourists traveling in the region.
As per licence plates, Kosovo government started to produce and distribute new licence
plates on December 6, 2010, thus substituting the old UNMIK released plates with KS
inscription (abbreviation for Kosovo) with new RKS plates (abbreviation of Republic of
Kosovo).90
Meanwhile, Serbian government released new licence plates in January of 2011. Soon after
on January 11th, Interior Minister Bajram Rexhepi ordered Kosovo police to confiscate all
the new Serbia‐issued car plates, calling them a "provocation and a violation of Kosovo's
sovereignty”, which Belgrade does not recognise91. Moreover he claimed that all Serbian
licence plates that have the initials of the seven regions of Kosovo (according to the
framework of KiM Administrative Units) will be confiscated and the drivers will be
penalized.92

Crossing the administrative line
Regulation of Control of Crossings of Administrative Line with Kosovo and Metohia93
proscribes conditions under which persons can cross, move and reside at the administrative
line. In addition to that, Regulation provides measures to be undertaken against persons
who illegally cross the line, moving about or reside at the administrative line. Against
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persons who commit any of those violations punishable by this Regulation, legal proceedings
shall be initiated in keeping with provisions of Misdemeanor Law.94
Regulation provides legal grounds for security operations and control of administrative lines,
for the most part as mandate of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Serbia95.
Control of person a vehicle crossings persons at the officially established administrative lines
is conducted by police officers of regional police departments, while control of in‐between
areas and zones along the administrative lines is conducted by the Gendarmery of the
Republic of Serbia, in cooperation with local police96. Regional Competent Police
Departments are: PU Vranje, PU Leskovac, PU Prokpuplje, PU Krusevac, PU Kraljevo and PU
Novi Pazar. Coordination Department for Kosovo and Metohia of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs of the Republic of Serbia provides support in enforcement of the Regulation on
Control of Crossings of Administrative Line97 . Coordination Department coordinates the
activities of police forces and police departments which conduct statutory and other
operations in keeping with the law.
Control of crossings over the administrative line toward Kosovo and Metohia takes place at
11 security checkpoints: 6 for traffic of goods and people (Rudnica, Merdare, Mutivoda,
Konculj, Depce, Tabalije), and 5 only for people (Breznica, Muhovac, Dobrosin, Sponce,
Mramor). All administrative crossings are connected to the central database through the
Integrated Information System of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and every administrative
crossing has electronic reading devices for travel documents98 Ministry of Internal Affairs
announced in their Information Bulletin announced the following: "Equipping security
checkpoints at the administrative lines toward Kosovo and Metohija with technology and
equipment necessary for efficient operation of the control of personal identity documents,
passengers, vehicles and goods will be continued in keeping with available financial
resources”99
According to the Police Department in Prokuplje, responsible for checkpoint Merdare, 713.648
passengers in 191.630 vehicles crossed via this “administrative crossing" during 2007. Beside
Serbs from Kosovo and Metohia who are using this crossing as nearest connection to Central
Serbia, this crossing is also used by Albanians from the central part of the province, on their
way to obtain necessary documents at the civil registry offices that were displaced from
Kosovo to towns in Serbia; Kosovo Albanians living abroad also use this crossing.100
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“During the previous period, most frequent crossings took place at the security checkpoint
Konculj. Before January 1st 2003, people crossings were not recorded . Between January 1st
2003 and February 2008, after unilateral declaration of independence of Kosovo, total number
of recorded crossings was 2.806.763 persons. During the period between March 1st 2008 till
November 5th 2011, there were 3.914.414 recorded crossings at the security checkpoint
Konculj101
Citizens of Serbia with residence registered in the central part of the country can cross the
administrative line with a valid ID card, without any major obstacles on the Kosovo side. This
is not the case with residents of Kosovo who are allowed to cross the administrative line only
with valid documents issued by the Republic of Serbia. During the period between 2000‐
2008, Kosovo citizens holding UNMIK documents initially could travel to Serbia only if
specific conditions were met. This was done usually through special permissions granted by
Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs.
In a situation when government institutions of the Republic of Serbia are inoperative in
Kosovo area, residents of Kosovo would firstly have to obtain certificates from civil registry
offices which are displaced from Kosovo to Central Serbia, in case if they want to have
Serbian documents. In keeping with the Law on Civil Registry102 records in the area of the
Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohia are being kept by municipal administration of
Nis for municipalities of Pristina, Podujevo, Glogovac, Obilic, Lipljan and Kosovo Polje;
municipal administration of Kragujevac for municipalities Pec, Istok and Klina , municipal
administration of Kraljevo for municipalities of Kosovska Mitrovica, Srbica, Zubin Potok,
Vucitrn, Zvecan and Leposavic; municipal administration of Krusevac for municipaliities of
Prizren, Orahovac and Suva Reka and Gora; municipal administration of Jagodina for
municipalities of Djakovica and Decani; municipal administration of Vranje for municipalities
of Gnjilane, Vitina, Kosovska Kamenica and Novo Brdo: municipalit administration of
Leskovac for municipalities of Urosevac, Kacanik, Stimlje and Strpce103.
This process requires additional expenses, and often those documents cannot be obtained in
one day (birth and citizenship certificate).
In regard of foreign citizens residing in Kosovo and Metohia, valid travel documents are
sufficient if they want to travel to other parts of the territory of Serbia, but only if they cross
via official administrative lines. „During the crossing, identity check of the holder of travel
document is conducted, as well as validity check of the travel document and cross reference
with database of wanted persons. After that, vehicle, luggage and personal search is
conducted for the purpose of potential discovery of smuggling operations. Foreign citizen's
vehicle is also cross‐referenced through the database of missing vehicles, and validity and
accuracy of vehicle documentation is also checked. After checking, every crossing of persons
and vehicles is recorded in the database.104
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Foreign citizen is preconditioned, in keeping with the visa regime of the Republic of Serbia,
to firstly pass the control on one of the official border crossings administrated by the
competent border police of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Serbia. Ministry
will invalidate the stamp of Kosovo border police in the foreign citizen's passport.
In regard of motor vehicles with KS registration plates, in case if they have valid documents
issued by the Republic of Serbia, Kosovo residents are allowed to cross the administrative
line, but registration plates will be removed and vehicle insurance (AO) will be charged.
Then, temporary registration plate with „PROBA“ sign will be issued at the administrative
crossing, which will be valid 3 to 15 days. Vehicle insurance policy must be valid for the
whole period of validity of temporary registration plates. Same policy as in case of insurance
of test registration plates is applied. 3‐day period requires AO with 5% of annual premium;
7‐day period requires 10%; 15 ‐day period requires 15%, and so on105. Annual premium106 for
average vehicle is about 9.000 RSD.
Upon arrival to the administrative line, vehicle owners are firstly directed toward insurance
company's outlet to present identification documents (personal ID, drivers license,
registration certificate). Vehicle owner is then required to cover the expenses of issuance of
temporary registration plates ‐ republic administrative tax in amount of 810 RSD,
compensation for registration plate manufacturing in amount of 844 RSD107 and 500 RSD per
day during the period of registration plate validity.

Administration of Kosovo border
Kosovo’s border/boundary crossings were defined through UNMIK regulation On the
Prohibition of unauthorized border/boundary crossings adapted in May of 2001. According
to this document the line of division between Kosovo and Serbia (or as know at that time
‘Union of Serbia and Montenegro’) is classified as a ‘boundary’with authorized
administrative crossing points, whereas the line of divisions with Albania and Macedonia are
defined as borders.108
Pursuant to the Law on IBM (2008), Kosovo Government drafted and adopted a National
Integrated Border Management (IBM) Strategy and Action Plan (May 2009)109 based on the
EC’s Guidelines for Integrated Border Management in the Western Balkans (2004).110
Three main agencies involved in IBM are the Kosovo Police (KP), Kosovo Customs (KC) and
the Kosovo Food and Veterinary Agency (KFVA)111 KP or more specifically, the Department of
Border Police (BP) is the leading agency.
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The IBM structure is headed by an Executive Board (established in 2009) which oversees the
implementation of the IBM strategy and action plan. Its members include a representative of
the three participating services (BP, KC and the KFVA) as well as of EULEX and IOM. The
Board is headed by the National Coordinator of IBM who is also head of the BP. The
Executive Board meets once per month and reports to the Political and Decision Making
Steering Body headed by MIA and comprising representatives from the Ministry of Economy
and Finance (MEF), Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural Development (MAFRD),
Ministry of Transport and Communication (MTC), Ministry of Health (MH) and Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MoFA)112
Regarding Kosovo’s borders, the IBM Strategy states that: “the territory of the Republic of
Kosovo is defined by the Comprehensive Proposal for the Kosovo Status Settlement and with
the border line of former Socialist Autonomous Province of Kosovo, within the former
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, as these border lines were established on 31
December 1988. The border with the Republic of Albania is partially marked, and the border
with the Republic of Macedonia is in its final stage; while both the Republic of Montenegro
and Republic of Serbia, are pending future demarcation.”113
Currently, Kosovo has 13 official border crossing points (BCPs) and 2 temporary border
crossing points. The border crossing points for road traffic between the Republic of Kosovo
and the Republic of Serbia are: Bërnjak, Jarinje, Merdare, Mutivodë, Dheu i Bardhë and
Muçibabë. The train connections between Kosovo and Serbia have not been functional since
1999, and Serbia refuses to let any Kosovo air travel connections use its air space.

Agreement on free movement between Belgrade and Pristina
After the fifth round of negotiations mediated by EU, Belgrade and Pristina have reached
agreement on free movement, civil registries and accreditation of diplomas, on July 2nd
2011. According to EU's official statement, agreement on freedom of movement covers
issues of „traveling across the administrative line/border with personal identity documents,
and issues of vehicle insurance policies and registration plates.“114 This statement also
includes that the implementation of this agreement begins „as soon as possible and that the
implementation of the agreement will be followed by the tripartite committee.''
At this moment, official text of the Agreement is unavailable for the public. Pristina's daily
newspaper „Express“published the unofficial version of the text of the Agreement115, also
published by Belgrade's daily newspaper „Politika“. So far, published contents were
indirectly confirmed in the media by the competent authorities in Belgrade and Pristina.
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The Agreement contains three sections: freedom of movement, accreditation of university
diplomas and civil registries. Largest part of the Agreement is focused on freedom of
movement and it is consisted of 11 points.
The starting premise of this Agreement is that “inhabitants of each side should be able to
travel freely within or through the territory of the other side'' (Point 1). Free travel is made
possible, according to the text of the Agreement, with possession of IDs issued by the other
side, accompanied by an "entry (exit) paper for people from the other side who are in transit
to a third country (Point 2 and 3). Agreement also introduces a possibility of using driver's
license issued by the respective office on the other side (Point 5).
These contents were confirmed by the statements of the representative of Belgrade,
Borislav Stefanovic, Political Director at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Head of
Belgrade's negotiating team.
The Agreement on freedom of movement was adopted by conclusion passed by the
Government of the Republic of Serbia on January 9th 2011116. „Use of Serbian documents in
Kosovo and Metohia is not agreed yet and Serbian Government will continue, just as before,
to issue those documents, including registration plates. Holders of documents issues by
provisional institutions in Kosovo and Metohia will receive a certificate without which
crossing and entering into the area of Central Serbia will not be allowed. This means that
Government of Serbia sticks with the rejection of recognition of the so‐called Kosovo
documents, which are to be used only for personal identification purposes. For now, this
new regime is not put in force because respective regulation of the Government of Serbia is
yet to be passed, which is expected to happen soon''117
Official Belgrade firmly maintains the attitude against the recognition of the so‐called Kosovo
passports and use of those passports in Serbia. However, crossing administrative
lines/borders between Serbia and Kosovo with an ID card and appropriate certificate enables
crossing interstate borders, having in mind that citizen carrying Kosovo ID and appropriate
certificate can cross the state border, while passport would be required only by foreign
country's border authorities 118
In regard of vehicle insurance policies, agreement between two insurance companies is
expected shortly. This is important, having in mind that there will be a problem emerging
soon at the administrative lines, because of mandatory vehicle insurance charges119.As a
temporary solution, each party shall provide the other side with a possibility to buy
insurance on the administrative line (border) (Point 4). Head of Belgrade's negotiating team
also pointed out importance of vehicle insurance issues: „High costs of vehicle insurance are
a threat to the freedom of movement, because people can enjoy this freedom only if they
are not required to pay significant amounts of money. Therefore, conclusion of adequate
th
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agreement is important, and preparations and talks with insurance companies are
underway”120
Government of the Republic of Serbia passed a Conclusion on insurance of motor vehicles
with registration plates issued by provisional institutions of self‐government in Pristina121.
According to the text presented in this Conclustion, Association Insurance Companies (UOS)
will be carrier of procedures of insurance policy issuance at administrative line checkpoints
toward Autonomous Province of Kosovo and at border crossings selected by the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and by the Team in charge of dialog with provisional institutions of self‐
government in Pristina. Conclusion stipulates the amount of compensation for UOS
expenses, 5% of collected technical premium122 of insurance companies in this business. It
was recommended that UOS should select the insurance company to perform administrative
operations, and collect compensation of expenses in accordance with current regulations, as
well as the UOS should select the leading insurance company. Other insurance companies
which are appropriately licensed to conduct operations of mandatory vehicle insurance in
road traffic will get the opportunity to take up a role of an associate insurance company.
Associate companies will share premiums and participate in risks (cover damages).
Percentage of participation of associate insurance companies will be determined along the
lines of their share in the market of insurance companies on the basis of total number of
sold insurance policies for vehicle insurance in October 2011, in keeping with the report
issued by the UOS Information Center. If need arises in case of change of market shares,
percentage can be reexamined every six months and procedure of selection of associate
insurance company will be repeated.
When it comes to license plates,a it was agreed that, as temporary measure, authorities in
Kosovo should start issuing KS registration plates for an initial period of five years, after
which this matter would be reconsidered, with possible assistance from the EU. Agreement
provides a choice for persons with residence in Kosovo to use RKS or KS registration plates
issued by a competent institution in Kosovo and distributed with assistance from EULEX,
wherever needed. Both sides have committed to start implementation of this Agreement as
of November 1st 2011. (Points 6 and 7).
Belgrade accepted the obligation to enable free movement of vehicles with Kosovo
registration plates within and through the territory of Central Serbia, as well as to facilitate
issuing temporary registration plates on the administrative lines to everyone who wants
those plates. In interpretation of these regulations, official Belgrade points up that “Serbian
citizens living in Kosovo are going to use either „KS“ or „RKS“ registration plates with "so‐
called“ Kosovo state attributes. "They will be able to choose between these two types of
plates, where the Serbs, of course, upon our recommendation, will choose „KS“ plates,
which are neutral in implication of status, also known as „UNMIK“ plates. With these plates,
they will be able to move across the territory of Serbia with vehicles insured. Belgrade is
explicit in expression of attitude that vehicles with „RKS“ registration plates will not be
allowed in traffic throughout the rest of Serbia, and in those cases temporary registration
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plates will be mandatory123. „It is interesting that official Belgrade considers that this
Agreement “will not be applied in North Kosovo and Metohia, and our citizens there will be
able to obtain and use, just as before, Serbian documents and plates. Our citizens living
south of the river Ibar will also be able to obtain, just as before, documents and plates issued
by the Republic of Serbia.”124
Kosovo Government adapted the Administrative instruction on registration of vehicles with
KS plates. According to this document it is unclear as to what kind of identification
documents the persons registering their cars should present when registering their cars.
According to some Kosovo officials KS plates will be issued to Kosovo Serbs (or other
ethnicities alike), even if they only present a Serbian ID as longs as it has Kosovo residence.
However, in order for them to drive within the territory of Kosovo these persons will be
instructed to get a Republic of Kosovo ID and Republic of Kosovo driver’s license125
Bajram Rexhepi declared in October that “KS plates will be issued to citizens from Serbian
community, and Albanians alike, only if they prove that they have a strong reason why they
need to travel in Serbia, be it family ties, bussiness reasons, health reasons etc. This will be
explained in more precise details in the Administrative instruction”126 However, Article 5 of
the document only mentions the following as necessary documents: Vehicle registration
certificate ‐ the Original; Certificate of Technical regularity; Insurance Policy; Copy of
identification document; Proof of payment of municipal administrative and road taxes; and,
Customs unique of the document if the owner has allowed even if they do not posses”127
This regulation was put in force as of November 1st, 2011.
According to the Department for Registration of Vehicles, from November 1st until December
2nd of 2011, some 1689 Kosovo Serbs have registered their vehicles. From them, 1335 of
them have registered their vehicles with RKS plates, and 354 of them have requested KS
plates. These numbers may suggest that Kosovo Serbs need their vehicles to move within
Kosovo more than to travel to Serbia.
The Agreement stipulates establishment of the Enforcement Group chaired by EU, which
was expected to be formed by mid‐July, in order to begin preparations for the purpose of
realization of everything agreed. „Groups for implementation of agreed solutions are
formed, and they are consisted of experts from government Ministries of the Republic of
Serbia. Experts must find appropriate ways to implement the agreed solutions.''128
In order to coordinate the work of government authorities in implementation of agreed
solutions, incorporated in Decisions passed by the Government of the Republic of Serbia,
Government has issued a Regulation on establishment of offices for professional and
operational tasks in the negotiating process.129 Field of operation of the Office includes
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professional and operational tasks in negotiations with temporary institutions in Pristina, in
keeping with requirements of the Government and its negotiating team, for the purpose of
implementation of agreement, preparation of draft legal acts issued by the Government,
coordination with bodies and organizations related with the negotiation process,
implementation of issued acts, preparation of meetings related to negotiations and other
activities. (Point 2). The Office is headed by a Director, appointed by the Government for a
period of 5 years. Internal operation of this Office and systematization of workstations will
be regulated by a special Rulebook issued by Government General Secretary, within 15 days
from the date of entry into force of the Regulation (Point 5). „Rulebook should be expected
soon, because it will help our team and all government bodies' operation much easier''130
When it comes to civil registries as a basis for issuing biometric documents, agreement on
exchange was reached. It was agreed to establish a reliable registry of civil records, as well as
a tripartite “joint committee” which should be consisted of experts in the field of civil
registries from both parties and from EULEX. Committee will be lead by a Chairperson,
whose main purpose will be to identify gaps in missing original civil registries run before
1999. (Points 1 and 2 of the Section about civil registries). “With EULEX assistance, Serbia
will obtain copies of civil registries from Pristina, which overrides the request on Serbia to
handover original original civil registries, because it is a matter of country's sovereignty. Also,
Serbia will handover copies of civil records to EULEX, which secures protection of
information, in keeping with Serbian law.''131At the same time, EULEX should conduct
certification of validity of civil registry copies, in keeping with obligation to provide concrete
information from Kosovo (points 3 and 4 of the Section about civil registries).
A the meeting held on November 14th , Government of the Republic of Serbia adopted a
Regulation on special processing methods for data contained in civil registries of the
Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohia132. As it was specified in Article 1, this
Regulation shall regulate special processing methods for data contained in the civil registries
of births, marriages and deaths, kept for the area of Kosovo and Metohia, for the purpose of
making reliable records of personal status of citizens and for effective realization and
protection of rights and freedoms of citizens during the validity of United Nations Security
Council Resolution 1244. Special method of processing data consists of imaging, scanning, or
photocopying data, which is to be conducted by city administrations in cities entrusted with
keeping records for Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohia, in accordance with the
Law on Civil Registries.
Data from the civil registries will be used in accordance with the agreement of the Team in
charge of dialog with temporary institutions in Pristina and competent authorities of
European Union and United Nations, where the order of processing and delivery of
processed data will be determined by Government Acts, upon a proposal from the Team for
dialog with temporary institutions in Pristina.
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„We have not yet started with processing civil registries. We need an Act, which is expected
from to the Minister for Local Self‐Government, Milan Markovic, for the purpose of
regulation of sequence and methods of processing“, as it was stated by the Administration
of the city of Nis, responsible for civil registries in Pristina, Podujevo, Glogovac, Obilic,
Lipljan and Kosovo Polje.”
December 5th, 2011
http://www.b92.net/info/vesti/index.php?yyyy=2011&mm=12&dd=05&nav_category=640&
nav_id=563214

What does the agreement on free movement provide?
Negotiations between Belgrade and Pristina are of great significance for future relations
between Serbs and Albanians in Kosovo. After decades of conflict, including 1998 and 1999
open armed conflicts, Belgrade and Pristina have started a dialog, mediated by the EU, that
should open up new opportunities for cooperation and mutual understanding.
Therefore, it is not surprising that these important negotiations are being conducted without
presence of the public, with high levels of discretion. However, lack of transparency in
presentation of agreements that were reached so far is justifiably criticized, having in mind
that implementation of agreed solutions cannot be discreet and people affected by these
agreements must be fully introduced with future implementation of those agreements.
Adopted solutions will directly affect citizens' daily lives, and they will very soon give their
judgment on enforcement of the agreement.
Obviously, current negotiations will not bear any significant influence on the regime of
issuing documents for citizens of Kosovo. Serbia will continue to issue passports and IDs to
all those listed in the civil registries, to which they are entitled by law. On the other hand,
Pristina and Kosovo institutions will continue to issue their own documents, which means
that document dualism will be continued for inhabitants of Kosovo. .
Citizens with permanent residence in Kosovo, in case if they are listed in the civil registries of
the Republic of Serbia, may obtain ID cards and travel documents issued by the Coordination
Department of the Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs. Possibility of change of residence to
any of the cities and towns in central Serbia, makes a difference in the right to visa‐free
travel. Therefore, change of residence is a source for corruptive activities conducted by
employees at the Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs and civil register offices.
„A friend of mine managed to change his residence and obtain a Serbian passport for 3000
EUR“133
It is very important that Ministry of Internal Affairs in Serbia recognized this situation and
took appropriate action to discover organized groups that violate the system of security of
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travel documents by registering false residence addresses and falsifying records, which
creates illegal financial benefits through abuse of official authority.
Documents that citizens use are always a reflection of their status rights, connected with a
territory or a country where those rights are being exercised. In fact, status of Kosovo
remains to be a center of misunderstanding between Belgrade and Pristina and negotiations
conducted at this moment lack the capacity, as well as intention, to address this issue.
However, these negotiations are a step forward in the field of status rights, because of the
exchange of civil register copies, without which citizens remain deprived of almost every
other right. Handing over copies of civil register provides Serbia with a possibility to finally
obtain records from six original civil registry books left in Kosovo after 1999 and gain insight
in all other registries kept by Pristina in municipalities of Kosovo and Metohia. This provides
benefits for a certain number of internally displaced persons who were previously forced to
go through a complicated process of renewed or subsequent registration, within which even
if they obtained original certificates in Kosovo, those certificates were not applicable in
Serbia because of indication of statehood of Kosovo. Interest of citizens living in Kosovo is
also relevant, because to this day many Albanians from Kosovo were forced to travel to
relocated offices of civil registries in order to obtain appropriate certificates. These travels
required financial expenses, which in difficult economic conditions are a considerable impact
on home budgets. Also, if Pristina wants to start a dialogue with European Commission
about visa liberalization, they must raise the quality of their civil registries to a level that
guarantees the reliability of biometric passports.
The largest improvement in the field of freedom of movement should be expected in regime
of crossing administrative lines, primarily in relation to citizens who crossing from Kosovo to
Central Serbia. Principle of applicability of Kosovo ID and driver's licenses in terms of
personal identification of passengers is a very important result of this agreement.
Undeniably, it would be of great significance to have a Regulation of the Government of
Republic of Serbia that provides for free issuance of entry and exit papers related with
driver's licenses, or at least mandates minimal possible charge for these documents, as well
as prolonged validity periods. It would be a stimulative measure, which in absence of an
agreement that regulates insurance issues, additionally contributes to the reduction of
expenses related to crossings via administrative line.
Conclusion of agreement between insurance companies between Belgrade and Pristina will
override double insurance charges presently imposed on people who travel by vehicles with
Kosovo registration plates. Beside annual vehicle insurance charged during vehicle
registration procedures, in times when temporary registration plates are being used,
another insurance policy is mandated during administrative line crossings.
Amounts and periods of validity of double insurance are dependent on frequency of travel.
At this point, we should point out the regime of crossing for foreign nationals. In accordance
with previous practice, foreigners who want to travel from Kosovo to Serbia, are required to
do so via official border crossings, so most frequently they travelled to Serbia via Macedonia.
Agreement on travel with Kosovo documents should be applied to foreign nationals as well.
They should also get special entry and exit papers when they cross the administrative line,
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and their entries into Serbia could be recorded in the same document and database of the
Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs. This overrides the issue of treating these crossings as
crossing interstate border, because it implies that border police stamps would not be used in
foreign nationals' passports. Police would also check if given passport is issued by countries
with which Serbia has established a visa regime, or if there are other reasons why that
person should not be allowed to stay in Serbia.
The greatest challenges in the context of implementation of the agreement are in the field of
use of registration plates. Previous interpretation of this agreement by official Belgrade
indicates continuation of issuance of registration plates for vehicles owned by residents of
Kosovo, and on the other side Pristina will allow road traffic for vehicles with KS and RKS
registration plates, as of January 1st 2012. As a precondition for obtaining these registration
plates and for registration, valid ID or proof of citizenship of Kosovo is necessary. This puts all
those citizens in Kosovo who do not posses and do not want Kosovo documents in a very
difficult position.
Those persons, whose numbers cannot be precisely estimated, from the moment of
implementation of this Agreement and application of the regulations adopted by the
Government of Kosovo, will be put in a kind of a ghetto because their cars will practically
usable only in the parts of Kosovo without Kosovo police. At the same time, whether it is the
matter of the concept of joint management of crossings or newly accepted “two crossings”
concept, those persons, by strict interpretations of Pristina authorities and by full
implementation of adopted decisions issued by the Government of Kosovo, will be unable to
cross the administrative line. Pristina has already started with increased levels of control of
vehicles coming from Central Serbia:
„Few days ago I crossed via Merdare .... I was asked by Kosovo police to take everything out
of my trunk ... I could tell when they were speaking in Albanian language that were searching
for new Serbian plates …''134
Hence, this is an issue that may quickly be put on the agenda of the Group in charge of
enforcement of this agreement. Now, only one temporary solution for this problem can be
offered. Belgrade and Pristina should quickly reach an agreement to address this issue.
Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs could start issuing new plates with indications of names
of towns where Departments of the Ministry of Internal Affairs were relocated from Kosovo
(Vranje, Raska, Nis). Registration plates would always show identical last two letters, which
would make them be clearly recognizable. Drivers would get new registration cards and new
registration numbers. Pristina could be satisfied with this solution because those plates
would not indicate names of Kosovo cities and towns, which would facilitate undisturbed
travel all across Kosovo and Central Serbia. This would be a temporary solution, as well as in
case of issuance of KS plates, limited to five years of validity, during which more permanent
solutions for registration plate issues could be sought.
However, even before the conclusion of this agreement, it is necessary to fully guarantee
free movement of people and goods, and solve all issues in good faith to the benefit of
people living in Kosovo.
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Afore mentioned Group for implementation of the agreement will be very important in the
following period, i.e. in the process of implementation of solutions agreed. Through experts'
work and EU support many technical details can be solved in good faith, problems can be
solved. But, in order to fully implement this agreement, it must be supported by Kosovo.
Therefore, political representatives of Serbs in Kosovo, mainly in North, should be engaged
in the work of the Group for implementation of the agreement, because they are the most
relevant people in testifying about problems in implementation of this agreement and they
may offer practical solutions to future problems.

Recommendations
• Government of the Republic of Serbia and competent Kosovo Institutions should set
up a special web page focused on negotiations and their results. This would increase
levels of necessary transparency in regard of this process. Internet pages should
present authentic transcriptions of agreed solutions, as well as related documents
adopted for the purpose of implementation of agreed solutions. This is particularly
important because some of the agreements are implemented through a form of a
paper on conclusion for which there is no obligation of publishing in the Official
Gazette. News section would also be required, as well as a blog where citizens get
the chance to express their views on implementation of the agreement and ask
questions. For Government of Serbia, web page could be administrated by the Office
for professional and operational tasks in the negotiation process.
• In accordance with the Agreement and the Regulation, process of exchange of copies
of civil registry records should be initiated as soon as possible and civil society
organizations that provide legal assistance to IDPs should be informed. Transparency
of these activities is extremely important, because it helps civil society organizations
to react promptly and provide necessary records for many internally displaced
persons.
• Government of Serbia needs to pass a Regulation, as soon as possible, that regulates
freedom of movement between Kosovo and Central Serbia, which provides holders
of Kosovo ID and driving licenses with entry‐exit certificates with a period of validity
of at least 6 months. It is recommended that those certificates should be free of
charge.
• Same treatment at the administrative line should be provided for foreign nationals
who wish to enter the territory of Central Serbia from Kosovo side, in accordance
with Serbia's visa regime and security and safety checks.
• Law on Road Traffic Safety and Rulebook on Registration of motor vehicles and
trailers need to be amended in order to facilitate issuance of test registration plates
with prolonged validity for vehicles with RKS plates. That would greatly reduce
expenses, because people would no longer be obligated to pay for those expenses
every time they cross the administrative line.
• It is necessary, in shortest possible time, to reach agreement between the
Associations of insurance companies in Belgrade and Pristina, which abolishes
payment of insurance charges at the administrative line, and thereby contributes to
faster and more efficient transport of goods and free movement of people.
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•

•
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In regard of registration plates, it is necessary to reach an agreement on issuance of
special registration plates by Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs with attributes of
cities in central Serbia for all citizens who do not posses or do not want to obtain
Kosovo documents. In case if they already have new registration plates issued by the
Serbian Ministry of Internal Affaiers, free replacement is necessary.
Group for implementation of the agreement should include Serbs from Kosovo in
their work, especially from North Kosovo, and facilitate their active participation in
adressing all issues of implementation of current agreements.
For the Office of professional and operational tasks in the negotiating process,
adequate financial support is necessary, as well as for smooth functioning in future
period
Belgrade and Pristina need to resume negotiations and ensure incorporation of
issues of air traffic and efficient railway transport in talks focused on free movement
of people, for the purpose of making connections between cities of Kosovo and
Central Serbia and for the purpose of instigation of economic, scientific, cultural,
educational and any other kind of cooperation.
Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs must continue to work on detection of criminal
activities with an element of corruption, related with issuing of false registrations of
residence, birth and death certificates, falsified records. Efforts focused on
implementation of field checks of validity of permanent residence addresses
registered from the territory of Kosovo in Central Serbia must be continued as well.
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